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We Live in ,,,. Pntsent
By the Post, but
for the •.•

Vol. S No. 17

Feh!uary 16, 1973

SeilleSters ·Reje.c ted.
By Faculty Senate
In a surprise move yesterday
the Faculty Senate voted down a
resolution calling for the
adoption of a modified semester
system at FTU.
The vote ~e during a special
meeting, after the Faculty Senate
failed to call the question for a
· vote at its regular meeting
Tuesday. ·
The _meeting opened with
Chairman K Philip Taylor
reading the resuJts of
Wednesday's Student
Government semester
referendum, in which almost 90
per cent of the students voting
favored retention of the quarter
system.
The senate then moved into
discussion ori the resolution,
· which unext>ectedly -reversed its
A VIEW from the bottom is provided in this photo of the FI'U Crew course, and turned toward
.Team moving one of their shells. (Photo by Craig Powell)
criticism of the semester system.

Quarter System Approved
ifn·SG Referendum Vote
By David Foster
woUld can for tWo 16-week
voted in favor of retaining the
semesteJS instead of the present
quarter system Wednesday in a
three quarters. Instead, the senate
special Student Government
tabled the ismle until yesterday,
. Referendum.
·when it voted against adoption
of the semester system.
More than 88 per cent of the
Despite the low turnout, SG
840 students who voted were
President Steve Adamick said the
. against the proposed adoption of
results of the referendum had met
the semester system now being . his expectation · in that the
considered by the Fl'U Faieulty
majority of the voters favored
Senate. Turnout for the
keeping the present quarter
referendum was aboqt 15 per
system.
cent of the student body, or
Adamick said~ "The students
about the same as for last fall's SG
have spoken. Even if the turnout
senatorial elections.
was low, I feel that the result of
Th·e Faculty Senate had · the referendum accurately
represents how the majority ·of
planned to vote Tuesday on
whether to recommend the
the students feel about this
issue.';
adoption of the semester system
However, Adamick was visibly
termed the Texas plan, which

FTU students.overwhelmingly

disappointed with the turnout.
He said, ~'I sincerely want to
thank the students who did
bother to come out and vote on
the referendum. Except fo~ those
students·who did vote, and those
who didn't have classes
Wednesday or were sick, ~ can
only conclude the rest don't care
what system they're under.
"I feel that the students like
the system they're under now,
and would rather not switch to
the semester system," Adamick
continued. "Most students have
been under something like the
Tens plan before in either high
school or junior. college and I .
think they prefer the course
variability they have now."

By Mark Wein~
The pro-quarter arguments
semester syst~m.
hinged upon the criticism of what
Thirdly, the referendum states
several members felt was a lack of
the quarter system "reduces the
prov1s10n for an adequate
amount o( yearly time spent in
summer term in the Texas plan.
class." Chapman explained that
This plan calls for two 16-week
under the quarter system_ the
semesters and two 6-week
student actually attends one
more week of classes than under
mini· mesters.
One member referred to the
the semester system.
plan as tw'o semesters with
The fourth advantage the
"something'' in between.
.
referendum lists is that the
The reoolution was then called
quarter system allows students
to a vote and failed with 17
to take a break during any time
against and 11 in favor.
o..f the year
an,d is
advantageous to the Co-op
A motion was subsequently
made to hold a faculty
program." Chapman said this is
false because a student can only
referendum on the issue, but the
take a break when the quarter is motion also failed with 19 against
over. Chapman also pointed out
and 6 in favor.
At Tu'esday's senate meeting,
that the quarter system costs
C. B. Gambrell,. vice president for
$30,000 more per year than the
semester system.
academic affairs, said "The
According to the referendum,
faculty's recommendation will be
the fifth _- advantage Qf the
considered by myself and then
quarter system is that it "allows
passed on to President Millican.
the university to educate more
Only after these two additional
people yearly because students
steps will it be forwarded to the
are spread over four quarters and
Board of Regents."
not lwnped'into two semesters."
Preceding the p~oposal of the
Chapman said student
resolution on Tuesday, Registrar
enrollment is never spread
Dan Chapman -refuted · the
equally among the quarters.
advantages of the quarter system
He afao mentioned that the . ·
as stated in the Student
university system experienced Government referendum.
no appreciable increase in
According to the referendum.
there are five advantages to tne
enrollment after the 1967
quarter ' system. The first
changeover to a quarter ~stem,
advantage is that the system
and by the same token no
"allows the students to take a · appreciable decrease is expected
larger variety of ' classes."
if the system returns fo
Chapman indicated that this is
semesters.
not true because a student has to
According to Gambrell, FTU
register for 20 more hours under
is presently violating chapter
the quarter system than under·
240 of the Florida Statutes,
the semester system.
which requires that the State
The second advantage the
University System operate under
referendum states is that the
a quarter calendar of 11 or 12
quarter system "cause~ less
weeks. FTU is · presently
pressure on finals because of less
operating under a modified
material covered per class."
quarter plan with 10-week
Chapman denied this, saying
quarters.
that a five-hour course in th,e
Gambrell said the -summer
quarter system covers· the same
quarter does not duplicate the
amount of material as a
other terms. "The faculty is
five-hour course under th~
different, the students are
different and the budget is only
half of the normal amount," he
said. Gambrell indicated that the
modified semester system may
provide for better utilization of
facilities and faculty.
·
.l<'ifty-four per cent .of FTU's.
enrollment comes from junior
.colleges, Gambrell maintained,
adding, "Junior college transfer
to take care of the cleaning and
students are our bread and
maintenance? Something as
butter. For this reason we
simple as a hot plate involved a
should make it easy fot' junior
lot of research," said Matthews.
college
transfers to come to
Matthews went on to say the ·
FTU."
office of student affairs has said
He said that the state's junior ._
no to cooking utensils before
·
fC..o_ntinued on Page 1()) '
because they believed too many
problems resulted in their use
two summers ago.
Other issues raised at the
meeting included alcohol on
NADER COMING
campus, the aQolition of the
mandatory resident food plan,
Ralph Nader will make his
more weekend social activities
first appearance -in the Orlando
for residents and the abolition of
area next Friday.
curfew for freshmen women.
Nader will speak at 4 p.m. in
"As a result of the meeting
the Friendship Room of First
there have been a number of
Federal Savings and Loan.
student committees established
Tickets for students are $1,
to investigate these problems in
order to come up with a solution · and must be purchased in
advance at the Community
that will please both stude!lts
Relations Department of the
and administration," said
Orlando Public Library.
Matthews.

Brown Asks Dormitory Students
TO Comment .On Housi'ng Program
Resident students have been
asked by "vice President for
Student Affairs W. Rex Brown
to provide more input on how· to
improve the FTU housing
situation.
At a February 8 meeting
between administration officials
and dorm students, Brown said
he felt the university could
develop and excellent housing
program so that more than a
small number of students would
want to stay in the dorm for
four years.
"Any ideas or complaints
about the resident program on
campus should come through
the student affairs offices," said
Brown.
Brown said he feels re~dent
· students should work through
the Women's and Men's
Residence Associations. "WRA
and MRA are administrative

By Michelle.McBurney
senate. 1 nave d9Cuments that
units apart of student -affairs,"

said Brown.
Although WRA and MRA are
recognized by the
administration, they are not
recognized as a formal
organization under. the student
affairs office as listed by the
state, nor does Student
Government recognize them as a
formal organization.
Last week Student
Government declined to
recognize the residence
associations because of
constutional flaws.
Robert Van Etten, MRA
president and a Student
Government senator, said at the
meeting that he is "upset" by
the SG Senate's attitude toward
the residence associations.
Van Etten said, "WRA and
MRA in the past were
recognized formally by FTU's

state th is and also prove the
residence associations were
established . well before FTU's
student government."
The possibility of residents
having electrical cooking
appliances in the dorms was
another topic of discussion at ·
the meeting. Students received
some reassurance in what lias
seemed a lost cause when Larry
Matthews, assistant for student
development, said he would
offer his help in researching the
possibility of using cooking
appliances. Matthews added he
would not do all the work and
students would have to offer
some assistance too.
· "If students want hot plates I
say that's fine, but will there be
an. overload and additional cost
in electricity? What about grease
poured down the sink or
splattered on the walls? Who is
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tirne ! Did you rene"'b~r the milk?"

To Be Or Not To Be .. ~
The Case For Beer Here
Legaf work intended to clear the way for the eventual selling of
alcoholic beverages on campus is now progressing rapidly. The work
was initiated in early February when Student Government passed a
resolution calling for the· reversal. of the present university policy
prohi biting the possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages on
campus. . .June 30, 1972. . .
.

IF THIS report carried on the front page of the Fu TU re is any true
indication, •one wou ld have expected to see beer on the FTU campus
long ago.
~
· Of course th ere is beer on campus. There is reportedly beer in some
of th e FTU dormitorie's; _there is undoubtedly beer in the cars of many
FTU students. It is not uncommon for FTU administrators staff
faculty mem bers and students to spend a leis.Jrely lunch, etc.,' at th~
local watering hole (The Stone).
.

FURTH ER, AN overwhelming percentage of students polled
recently by WFTU, expressed th eir desire to see beer or wine or both
on th e campus.
Student Government representatives not only are in favor of beer
or some type of "distilled alcoholic beverage" on campus, but have
passe~ numero~s bills either ~n support or demand of its acquisition,
and m fru stration, have ceased to make any rational statements in
reference to the administration's failu re to make a decisive move.
The supposed issue of whether or not it is a function of the
university to provide beer to the students is a superficial one. The
providing of cafeteria victuals, soft drinks, vending machines, even
textbooks are all auxiliary ser'\!ices, but they are provided nonetheless.
IS ridi~u.lous for o!fi~ials to refuse the issue the stamp of
legality -as ridiculous as 1t IS for them to ignore the fact that for
probably the f irst t ime in the history of the university, a n:iajority of
students agree on sometf_ling.
·

11:

Ad~ittedly, the ad hoc committee, appointed to examine the
feasib1hty_ of on-cam~s beer, is studv.ing. It is now in the middle of
"an extensive market survey" which will. take 10 weeks to complete.
Beyond th~, Jack Mahaffey, university attorney, has reported it mav
tak~ 18 !"on~s to straig~ten out legal obstacles such as health penr.~cs.
zonmg, hcensmg_ and so on.
.

It is just possible that by the time the administration does make a
move, barley and hops will be extinct.
Other state universities have beer on campus. Unless the market
survey proves such a move would be more of a detriment than an asset
the university .shou ld make an honest attempt to cut through some of
the red tape and make a decisive move on a clearcut issue.

By William Lee Hidden

No clamou~ o f guns, bombs in air;
No Sergeant h ollering, "Clean the Latrines!"
Yet a war.goes on-out there somewhere;
Between all of Mankind, and all machines.

Machine warfare it is, an.d its full force has not hit us until now. We
are Americans -- w.hen the danger hits us, then we strike. And strike we
must for the danger is among us. (Oh; Joseph McCarthy, where are you
now?) We are Americans -- once we commit ourselves there is no
tun:iing back. And it is TIME to move forward, for certainly we should
be com.mitted.
·
When a machine throws your candy bar on the flo or--when a
machine gives you hot chocolate (no cup -- just hot chocolate down the
drain)--when a machine continually takes your money and then sits
there with a .dumb look on its face--then you know where the cold war
~ taking place. Abraham Lincoln once said that for this country to fall
it must fall from within; it will never fall from without. That time may
be close at hand!
A _brand ne~ car--with no brakes! An emergency phone booth--glrts
nothmg. but D1~-A-Prayer. Computers assign you to Oviedo Day Care
Center mstead of Anthropology. It should be obvious to us all what
awaits us if we disann ourselves now.
Wake up, Americ~, to the inhumanity of it all! Wake up, America!
Catch the Coke can before it falls on your toes. Wake up, America! To
the reality of the Machine War, and the typewriter that types nothing
but profanities about your mother, apple pie and Buck Owens! Wake
up, America!· Wake up, America! (Sounds like a good speech if you
want to ~ause a landslide.) Wake up, readers! (All fol.tr of you.) This
week's column is finicky. And about your mother....

I
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This public document is
promulgated at an annual gross
cost of approximately $26,726
to inform members of the
university community of related
news, announcements and
activities. Less an approximate
annual revenue of $9,065, this
document is circulated tor an
annual net cost to the st.ate of
approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5
·cents per copy.

Re: Feb. 9 Editorial

If you are interested in how the university newspaper works and the
goals its staff pursues, please read carefully the following statements.

****** .

Last week's editorial was somewhat differer.t in content from many
that have preceded it, but easily fell within the established pattern of
FuTUre editorials -- commentaries that honestly attempt to focus
attention on activities and events of interest to the univ~rsity
community.
. Most of the editorials hav~ been noteworthy for their good
intentions and their articulation of reasoned opinion. All have been
hone~ly written and forthrightly presented to the reader, with only an
occastonal response from the reader being received in reply-and almost
all of these in agreement with stated views. ·
Ho~ever, in th·e writing of editorials--which in the FuTUre's history
~ usually ~eant prior consultation and discussion among the several
~dit~rs-~occasional comments on sometimes-unpleasant situations are
inevitable. Last week's editorial was of that genre.
T?e editorial attempted to focus attention on the reality of a
particular problem -- that of uncooperative news sources, sources which
tend to confuse and obscure information of interest to the university
community.
'
Fe~ pers~ns, othe! than ~hose who have continually attempted to
gather such mformation in a regular and professional manner are in a
position to know the nature and scope of the difficulties enc~untered
in newsgathering. Reporters for the mass media are usually aware of the
unneces.sary defenses and obfuscations employed by persons either
unaccustomed to being interviewed or just plain reluctant to face
possible misinterpretation or misquotation.
Some persons at FTU, including students and faculty, as well as staff
members, feel th~y can treat members of the FuTUre staff as less than
professional newspersons because of the simple fact that they are not
earning a living at journalism.
This attitude, while not widespread, nonetheless has caused some
c_oncern among FuTUre editors and reporters, for they do not have
time to plar games with legitimate sources. They have no time for
~arnes - ~ecause. they are hard at work as students and as responsible
)ournahsts trymg to serve their university through highly ethical
presentation of campus news -- admittedly not the easiest task in a time
when would-be jo~rnalists at other 'Florida universities are making a
mockery of the ethics ·of the trade through willful ineptitudes.
Lest any of its readers think otherwise, let there be no mistake about
~e fact that .the Fu~Ure staff knows full well that it errs...and no
smgle person is more condemning of those occasional blunders than are
they of themselves.
FuTUre reporters are a mixed group ; some are journalism majors and
~ome are not. They do not always arrive for interviews on time and
~ndeed, do _not always conduct the interviews perfec~ly. Thus acc~racy
is an occasional casualty and tpere are resulting mistakes... of t he head
not of the heart!
'
Each ~eek, a thorough and painstaking critique of the FuTUre's
contents is conducted and mscussed. And continued improvement is
the resu lt.
But the staff is compo$ed of students. And let us be perfectly
frank-students are never treated as equal, competent persons by ALL
on a. campus. That is a foible of human nature. Students are
?ccas1on~ly tr~ated .as an enemy of sorts, not be trusted with
m~~rmation ~hich might possibly be misinterpreted. The chances of
!'rusmte~retation. are only multiplied through the construction of
information _barriers and a lack of trust in the young--simply because
they are young.
There are some persons who are unwilling to cooperate with the
FuTUre staff; and even if there were only one uncooperative person it
would be one too many.
'
YfhY these persons fear the news~aper i~ perhaps a psychological
em~a that has grown out of our entire society's role of mema critic
Who_ is t~ say where the mistrust begins or why? It is enough to kno ·
that it exists.
·
w
(Continued on Page 7)

people say behind your back is your standing in the community . .. Edgar Watson Howe

1
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Time And Money Saver:
S. Orlando Resident Center
COC..ONIAL
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LOCATED NEAR the crossroads of Central Florida, the new resident
center provides easy access to higher education for south Orlando
residents.

Some FTU students.. may be
able . to save time and
transportation costs by taking
courses at the university's South
Orlando Resident Center.
The resident center, located
in Orlando Central Park, offers
many of the courses offered on
the main campus. The cours~s
are taught by FTU professors
and carry · the same· value as
those on the main campus. The
fee structure is also the same.
Dr. Rich~d C. Harden,
director of South Orlando
Resident Center, said, "The
purpose of the center is to serve
people on this end of town." He
said the center is in its first year
of operation and does not offer
all classes available on the main
campus.
Harden pointed out a greater
number of courses are planned
for next year and added it will
·soon be possible for a student to
complete all his course work for
a degree at the resident center.

Sheehan Startles Listeners
By Harry Ch ilcot

WITH THE Pentagon Papers
as his text and "Politics in the
Military" as a topic, Neil
Sheehan has tiiken to-the lecture
circuit with facts in hand.
Although Sheehan will never
be accused of being a captivating
or forceful speaker, the point of
his speech on campus last Friday
was never in doubt.
An audience of about 65
persons gathered on the Village
Green were startled by
statements from Sheehan such
as, "We are all in trouble unless
we can ~ontrol the presidency,"
and "There is little distinction
between military and civilian
bureaucracies in this country."
SHEEHAN noted that the
Pentagon Papers are 7 ,000 pages
of historic raw data which show
in black and white that military
decisions on Indochina were
made privately, with a select few
knowing of th.e questions asked
or the answers given.
The Pentagon Papers are an
archive of secret history on the
Vietnam war, Sheehan said.
They show the government
works much differently than the
people believe it does. They
show the late President Harry
Truman as the fint man to
send Americans into Vietnam,
even though, Sheehan pointed
out, "It was never mentioned at
his funeral."
In addition, Sheehan said the
l>entagon Papers disclose the war
in Vietnam was not the result of
a number of unfortunate
occurrences, but was the result
of a number of "deliberate
decisions made in secret" by the
leaders of the time.
SHEEHAN referred to the
Vietnam war as a "war of
executive decisions resulting in
23 years in Vietnam and 55,000
American lives."
·
The most beneficial aspect of
this seemingly prevalent secrecy
is not to protect the security and
safety of our men, according to
Sheehan.
"Secrecy is a useful tool
becau~
you can hide your
motives behind it until you
desire them to be known," he
said, adding, "secrecy is very
important because the
controlled release of information
gets people to do as you wish
them to do."
On an equal plateau with
secrecy in government is the
loyalty demanded by those in
~ontrol positibns, Sheehan said.
Above all else today, loyalty to
the President is of primary
concern. He added ·that this

loyalty is typified by m.any of · ·mercenaries should 'not be used
the men presently holding high
for waging hostilities for more
offices or appointments in , than 30 days; there should be a
government.
more complete disclosure of
Sheehan said "myths die
executive plans to Congress, and
hard" and one of the hardest to
information made available to
abolish is that the federal
Congress should be made
government is blessed with
public," he said.
talented amateurs that sacrifice .
WHEN ASKED about the
private lives to serve their
peace in Vietnam, Sheehan made
country. According to Sheehan,
it clear that he does not feel
"this has not been the case for
there is · peace ia Vietnam,
many years."
merely a cease-fire so Americans
INSTEAD, government - can 1eave. Aft.er the U.S.
officials are professionals with
departure the war will continue,
loyalty to the administration
he said.
·
and not necessarily loyal to the
The mosf thought-provoking
republic or the people. Dr.
point is that Sheehan said he
Henry Kissinger is perhaps the
believes the Pentagon Papers
most noted example, Sheehan
have unveiled only the '·'tip of
said·.
·
the iceberg." Sheehan posed the
Sheehan mentioned four
question that if the 'tip of the
steps to rectify the
· iceberg reveals such treachery
political-military situation: "The
and subversion, can the
President should be stripped of
proverbial Ship of State
his power to call up reserves for
withstand the pressures when
more than a 30 day period,
the whole iceberg surfaces.

Art Marathon. Bill Passed
A bill calling for the
appropriation of $1,100 for the
funding of the 48-hour Art
Marathon at FTU was passed
February 8, by Student
Government. The bill had failed
the previous week on a 9-9 vote.
Steve Lotz, chairman,.
art
department, and two art
students attended the SG
meeting to comment on the bill
as it came up for
reconsideration. Lotz told the
senate that "out of the last two
marathons, we were invited to
participate in the International
Symposium in New York this
spring." Lotz said that he
mentioned these "because it is
indicative of how powerful this
marathon idea is."
- Lotz added, "One expense of
this marathon is the publication
that goes along with it. This
publication would reach the
desks of important people and
magazines and I think the
potential · of international
recognition is tremendous."
The $1,100 the senate
appropriated will be us.ed for the
purchase of art supplies,
transportation and publicity.
Lotz brought out the point that
the art department is a
performing area and receives no
other SG funds.
Bob Carroll, senior senator in
the College of Business
Administration added his feelings
that the marathon would be very
beneficial to the university

because it .i•gets the attention of
the public."
The marathon is to be held
from today through Sunday.

Students may concurrently
attend day or night courses at
both the resident center and the
main campus. Harden explained
it may be easier and more
economical for some students to
take one or more courses at the
resident center, especially if they
have to make more than one trip ,
to the main campus.
·
Next quarter the center will
offer courses from the junior
level to the post-graduate level,
and course selection will . be
based largely on student
demand, according to Harden. ·
CorJeges presently

represented at the center are
busine-ss administration ,
education, natural sciences,
social sciences and engineering.
Harden said the center wiU
continue the graduate level
en~neering programs that are
needed by employes of the
Martin Marietta Corp. and other
industries.
The resident center campus
now consists of two ·buildings
which hous.e a library,
classrooms, closed circuit TV
classrooms with video tape
equipment and an IBM
computer termin~ .
Harden said many of the
resident center courses are
transmitted to the Orlando
Naval Training Device Center
and the Canaveral resident
center via closed circuit TV. He
HUMANITIES SENATOR
also said many of the courses are
video taped and ~hown at the
Gayle Prince has been
main campus.
declared the _new sophomore
Ha·rd en rec om mended
senator for the college of
students check the South
humanities and fine arts by a
Orlando Resident Center section
unanimous vote of Student · of spring quarter class schedule
Government.
befo r e a dvis eme nt and
- -registration. ,,

-FuTUte -fQcts
By Mark Weintz

The Orange County Board of
Com mi ssfohers has created
special street lighting districts by
using home rule authority.
H om e ru l e , w hich was
granted to FlOrida counties by
the 1971 state con~titu tional
revision, in essence allows local
county officials to initiate local
laws (ordinances) to govern
themselves. Prior to th e revision
the stat e had to pass special acts
on every need for . service in the
community.
The special lighting districts
allow property owners in
unincorporated areas of the
county to initiate action to
obtain street lights.
The procedure is as follows:
At a citizen's request, · the
county will prepare a legal
petition containing the names of
property owners and legal
descriptions of properties within
the neighborhood. The citizen
then . circulates '. the petition
requesting the county to create a

street lighting district.
Should two-thirds or more of
the neighborhood sign t he
petition, the commissien board
will authorize th e county
engineering department to work
with the local power company
to design a stre-et lighting system
for the .neighborhood, including
the monthly charge per . family.
Next th e board will hold a
p u bl ic - h eari n g to discuss
whether the district should be
·created. If the board ru les to
implement it, then the power
company will install the lights
and bill the county. The county
will bill the citizen and the
neighborhood wiil be lighted.
These districts are now being
established in many of the county's new subdivisions where
new homeowners will purchase
their homes with the knowledge
that a monthly bill wiU be
received to underwrite the cost
of their neighborhood's lighting
system.
·
·

\

Piano Team Gives
Top Notch Recital
By Weber Ivy

DUNIQNG CONTEST
The Men's and Women's
Residence Associations are
·sponsoring a dunking contest
Wednesday on the Village Center
patio to raise money for an ice
machine in the dorms.
Student affairs and Village
Center officials will be
participating in the contest,
which will be held between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.

In an- appropriate beginning

to last Monday night's dual
piano recital, the 20-fingered
team of Iris Kupfer and
Constance Gottschalk honored
another musical duo, Joseph
Haydn and Johannes Brahms.
The latter pair never played
together, of course, but Brahms
did expand a theme from a
Haydn military piece· into .eight
variations _and a finale, clothing

Apocalypse ·S weeps Bowl
Literally storming through
t h e i r c o m p e t i t i on, th e
brainstorming team of
Apocalypse · remained
undefeated to walk away with
first place hpnors in the Village
Center's College Bowl that
ended February 8. Apocalypse is
composed of David Boelzner,
Dennis Keeler, Danny Collins
and Mitch Summerli~
There were 21 teams entered
when the battle of wits began
January 29. Finishing · second
and third were Nux's and .TKE
Grey.

A team was selected from all
the competing teams to play
Apocalypse after the regular
contest ended, but some of the
members did not show up so
Bob Rodriguez and Steve Rajtar
were "drafted" from the
audience to assist Ron Findell
and Mary Anna Jackson in the
match. Apocalypse smashed the
makeshift team by a score of
225-115.
Following the competition an
All-Star team was choseri which
is composed of Mary Anna
Jackson, Ron Findell, Rich
Johnston and David Boelzner.

the clean, classical form of the
original with . a new harmonic
richness.
In the "Introduction and
Rondo Alla Burlesca," by
Britten, the listeners found that
contemporary English
composer's gifts for rhythm and
dissonance, which are also
present in his operas. The
pianists gave a good account of
Britten's dramatic and lyric
passages.
The ladies also paid tribute to
another musician of the gentler
sex by - performing . Cecile
Chaminade's "Le Matin," a fine,
bubbly, orchestral work
transcribed for piano and meant
to be played happily.
In stark contrast ·came the
finale, Rachmaninoff's second
suite with its thunderclap chords~
and murky fantasies, a dark
tapestry of summer night and
winter whirlwind ending in a
strenuous, pounding Tarantella.
This suite provided a grand close
to a well-planned, w~ll-executed
program for which Iris Kupfer
and Constance Gottscalk deserve
praise.

F.ellmmy 16, 19'3
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Chances are you've tried many of the new
fruit wines. And thought they were pretty
. good. Well now there's one you'll Feally
get hung up on.
.
1
.

It tastes just like fresh, ju(<,;:y, delicipus
pineapple because it's made from fresh, ·
juicy pineapples. Splash it over rocks and
pass it around. Or mix Mardi Gras with
anything for a wild new taste. It's a
hangup no matter how you drink it.
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Mardi Or~s Pineapple Wine. ·

Send for your
,
·
"Mr. Pineapple's Back" poster- '
Mardi Gras also has a hangup for your .
. wall. It's our nutsy Mr. Pineapple's Back
poster. A big 22 x 32 inches: In beautiful
four-color. Just send 75<t to cover postage
and handling (in check or money order
only) to: Middlebrook, Dept. 32,
275 Madison Avenue, New York ,
New York 10016.'
L1m1ted offer expires December 31. 1973 Void where prohrbued by ta w

· ·Mardi Cras .
PineappleWine
It's a real hangup.
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Whatever You Think Of It

FuTUre ·
ENTERTAINMENT

... 'Right You Are If You Think You Are'
By Mary Anna Jackson
.....

Prof Becomes Star
In Documentary Film
By Torrey Stewart

'Ibe mm industry may have
discovered a new superstar in Dr.
Tom Mullin.
\
This quiet, confident man
leads a double life. Normally lie
passes for an assistant professor
of communication and an
audiologist. Yet, shedding this
disguise during filming recently,
he became a resident "star."
Mullin appears as (gueu
what?) an audiologist in a
documentary which probably
will be televised nationally .in
· fall He also serves as the film's
technical diiector.
'lbe documentary is divided
into two sections. 'lbe resulting
dramatic umontage," as Mullinex plained, centers on the
constantly damaging effects of
noise and noise addiction.
'lbe first half-hour section
deals with children's hearing,
and the second concerns adult
hearing damage through
industry, power tools,-appliances

and so on. The films may be sold
separately or linked as a full
one-hour presentation. Ross
Martin, of TV's "The Wild, Wild
West," is the narrator.
Mullin, who has much acting
experience in sum~er stock,
college and community theatres,
works with the industrial
audiometric technology course,
a 20 clock hour, no-credit course
which instructs nurses and
industrial technicians to test
hearing.
Mullin's work in this course
and FTU's well-known
involvement in the al,ldiology
field caught the attention of the
TV film's executive producer,
Michael Musto.

If you think you are going to
be amused, going to be
confused, or maybe even going
to be bored-then right you are!
Luigi Pirandello's "Right You
Are If YOU Think YOU .Are,"
which opened last night in the
FTU theatre, has just that sort
of effect on its audience. One
person could conceivably feel all
three reactions simultaneously
and still thoroughly enjoy the
production.
"Right You Are" is a comedy
of relativity, with all that
statement implies. Pirandello
makes some valid statements on
the nature · of reality through
Lamberto Laudisi, the
philosophic lawyer played by
Michael Hall. Laudisi is so sure
of uncertainty that he takes
great delight in trying to
alleviate, and thus more
obfuscate, an already confusing
situation.
The basic plot of "Right You
Are" centers on the attempt by
a group of townspeople to
discover why a new official and
his wife live across town from
the official's mother-in-law,
whom he refuses to permit to
see her daughter. The efforts to
extract the "truth" of . the

Symphony Here Tonight
The
New
Orleans
Philharmonic Symphony will
present its first FTU
performance tonight at 8: 30 in
in the Edgewater Shopping Center
Par & Edgewater, Orlando
422-4407

the . Village Center Assembly
Room.

Wemer Torkanowsky will
direct the performance, the rust
of its caliber on campus.
The program will include
Rachmaninoff's ''Second
Symphony, 0 Ginastera's Ballet
Suite, '.'Estancia," and
Mendelssohn's "Midsummer
Night's Dream."

NOW PLA l fNG NOEL COWARD'S "PRIVATE LIVES"

The New Orleans Symphony
program ap.peals to the widest of
musical interest, according to
Dr. Gale Sperry, FTU music
chairman and coordinator of the
event.

ORLANDO'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL DINNER THEATRE
UNLIMITED BUFFET - -All the food you can eat, plus .great plays
and musicals with New York casts.

Special discount arrangements can be made for students and groups.
01 + , -+ ICCJCX)txltx:JCXJCX:ICX]Qb

situation provide the basis of the
intellectual laughter of the play.
Humor is brought out
through gestures, facial
expressions and speech
inflections, especially . when
Laudisi's family refers to him.
The rather offhand, reluctant
attitude of the family in
introducing Laudisi is a prime
example of this sort of humor.
The play is extremely talky,
with very little physical action;
however, the mental gymnastics
required to follow some of the
conversations almost
compensates for the lack of
motion.
To enhance the progres.s of
"Right You Are," director Harry .
Smith . has adcted filmed and
video-taped segments to -the
play. If the films are
synchronized with the action,
they provide an intriguing accent
on the characters and the stage
action. The films are used to
reveal · the characters'
'Conceptions of reality, while the
video-tapes contrast present and
previous stage action.
Each actor is convincing in
his or her role but particularly
noteworthy performances are
turned in by Hall as Laudisi,
Denise Long -~ Signora Frola,
Randy Fountain as Ponza and
Lila Casselberry as Signora
Sirelli
. Performances by Christie
Crisp as Signora Cini, Colleen
McKeman as Signora Nenni and
Ed Dilks as the Prefect are also
outstanding.
Hall maintains the aloof
superiority of Laudisi
throughout the play, and it is
through him that Pirandello
expounds his philosophy of

"What can you really know
about other people?"
Mrs. Long and Fountain both
are sufficiently earnest and
alternately calm and excitable
when their roles demand it.
· Miss Casselberry adds sparkle
to the role of a gossipy neighbor
through her pert demeanor and
sharp comments to Signor
Sirelli.
Signoras Cini and Nenni are
perfectly portrayed as snoopy
old women, and the scene in
which Laudisi thoroughly
befuddles them is one of the
funniest in the play.
Another hilarious scene
occurs with the entrance of the
Prefect, who has come to
attempt to resolve the
confusion. Dilks' manner of
acting paro9ies ~the styles of
George C. Scott, Charles Boyer,
Peter Lorre and W. C. Fields.
When he enters, all that one sees
is his figure from nose down,
with a cigarette dangling from
the comer o'f his mouth. The
cigarette and his continental
style of handling it, coupled
with his speech and mannerisms,
enhance the character of the
Prefect tremendously . and make
him a memorable figure.
The play as a whole perhaps
is not as memorable as some. of
its individual parts, but those
parts should be seen and
appreciated for theii influence
ori the whole.
·
"Right You Are" will be
performed again tonight and.
tomorrow night at 8: 30 in the
theatre. Reservations may be
made by calling 275-2681. There
is no admission charge for
members of the FTU
community.

"Specializing in Mediterranean Cuisine"

aa_a ooCJQDQQOODIQQDOCJQIDOl .

Famous Greek Salads and Pastries
OPEN 7 DAYS

A WEEK FOR LUNCH AND DINNER

7900 E. Colonial Drive - Phone 277-2881

THEATRES·:

ERBIE MANN
COME.S TO .FTU

SUBURBAN DRIYE•IN

Sunda.Y, Marcll 4, at .a~oo pm
. VC Assembl.Y R~om
FACULTY,STAFF,
STU.DENTS • •2.00

FLORIDA STATE.

WOMETCO

Ge•eral Pulbllc &
Tickets sold at tlle door • '4.00
,,CJOO' ii e
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Debaters Achieve
Tourney Semifinals
Every team entered by FTU
in the University of South
Fl o ri da Debate Tournament
advanced to the finals. They
· competed with teams from the
University of Indiana, Duquesne
Unive r si t y, Coe University
(Io w·a), Texas 'S outhern
University, the University of
Miami, stetson University , the
University of Florida, Florida
State University and Fordham
University in the February 8-10
match in Tampa.
Jeff Ringer and Dayid Larkin
lost in the semifinals to the
University of South Alabama
team that went on to capture
the tournament. .
. The FTU pair had advanced
to the South Alamba match
when they were scheduled to go
against another varsity FTU
team: Ben Stroman and Larry
Cook. In the event of two teams
· from the same school being
placed against each other, one is
chosen to continue in the
tourney.
Ringer and Larkin appeared
to be winning the match against
South Alabama when the te~
from Mobile delivered a very
fine last rebuttal. The final
decision was 2-1.
Coach Jeff Butler

co m ment e d , "We are not
ashamed to lose to South
Alabama; we have defeated them
earlier in the year, they just beat
us this time."
Ringer was chosen as the best
varsity debater at the USF
tournament. He was one of the
finalists in the individual
impromptu speaking. Pat
Gerome was selected as the
second best debater in novice
competition. The team of
Gerome and Mike Swan lost in
the semifinal . novice debate _.
tourney.
FTU travels to Tallahai»ee
this weekend to compete in the
FSU debate t~urnament.

· Ar~

Campus·

""·Glances

Swansen Presents
Electronic Collage
By Mike Crites

Chris Swansen performed a
totally electronic program of
music on a group of synthesizers
An "Evening at Pops" will be
Tuesday evening in the Village ....
tlllevised over Channel 24
Center Assembly Room. HJs
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Featur~d . instruments are the performance
. entertainer will be recording
synthesizer, the mini-Moog
artist Roberta Flack.
keyboard, and a homemade
RED LIGHT ROOM
prototype of the studio
synthesizer.
The Red Light Room
"Oh Baby" -&nd "Ain't No
Coffeehouse will be open
Mountain High Enough" were
Thursday from 8: 30 to 10: 30
presented as the first two songs.
p.m. Free food, entertainment
Swansen explained that 12
and refreshments will be
tracks of separately synthesized
available. The coffeehouse is
sounds are filtered and shaped
sponsored by the Men's and
by curving the music through a
Women's Residence Associations . ribbon controller.
and is located in B Dorm lounge.
Swansen -plays a _standard 12
Everyone is welcome.
tone keyboard to produce the
live segment of the song. Orchestrated tapes are operated
in conjunction with Swansen's
playing, which may be sent
cam.pus B;rt studio. Students will
.through a sequential controller.
be working in paint, sculpture,
· · Swansen employed the
photography and other art
sequential controller, which
forms. Judging will take place at
issues a pulsing echo, in his
USF ori Saturday, February 24.
rendition of "Hey Jude." The
'Ille marathon at FTU is
music on the studio prototype
operating under a $1,100 grant
tape deck climaxed before
from student govermi:tent. To
Swansen had brought the
participate, students must
mini-Moog to peak at the end of
register by signing the posters
the Beatles' tune.
publicizing the event.
Swansen's performance got
off the ground· with "The

FLACK ON 24

Marathon· Set Today

A new facet of intercollegiate
competition will be introduced
on the campuses of FT-U and the
University of South Florida
when students beg.in
participating in a 48-hour art
marathon.
The mara~on will begin at 3
p.m. today a~d end at 3 p.m. on
Sunday. FTU participants will
operate from the art dome and
OS.14' students Wfii use · their

The Del.l a .S ig. Open

.Product," a piece in three part
that is the incidental music to
the Studio Watts play. "Th
Riot" was done in free-form
with high-pitched staccato blasts
· that introduced a work written
for the synthesizer. Billie
Holliday's "God Bless the Child"
was arranged differently to form
the basis of "The Dream"
segment. "The Direction" closed
out the piece as Swansen
presented. an excellence on the
keyboards that was not evident
earlier in the show.
The entire second portion of
the two-hour concert was
innovative and musically vmy
fine. Swansen presented two
works by J.S. Bach. "Sleep May
Safely Graze,, and "Air in D."
His composition "Snow'" put
into practice his statementi
concerning the ability of the
synthesizer: "It gives th•
musician the ability to choose
notes with great flexibility of
tone and color..,, ·
Swansen prefers stereo to
quadraphonic b~se "the
room will defeat the sound."
Instead of giving the ro0m four
channels to reverberate through
the hall, he prefers "to give it
simple information and let it
complicate the sound."

OPEN NIGHTS

OYIEOO CHILD CAI:
& KINDERGARTEN

where: WINTER PARK PINES
·when: MARCH 3, 1973
regist-ration: IN FRONT OF THE

3 & 4 _year-old kindergarten

LIBRARY
Feb. -14 to .Feb. 28

1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches

TICKETS ARE $3.00
FEBRUARY 22 8: 15
TUPPERWARE AUDITORIUM
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

, "''Ill.

1/Continued[1om P.··2)

The Fu TUre staff IS
professional as a whole and
serves its campus community
well. It refmins from using the
newspaper as a weapon against
any person or group and
attempts mightily to reflect the
activities of its environment.
It is hampered in this only by
lapses of training on the part of
a staff member or by
uncoopemtive news sources and
the greatest diminisher of talent
of them all. •. graduation.
Last week's editorial
pinpointed without naming
specific areas of past
informational neglect. They
were not suppositions.
Reporters seek only honesty
and candor from news · sources.
They usually get it, but there are
a :r: ea s for 1 e git i mate
concern-enough, in fact, that
President- Charles Millican agreed
about two weeks ago to lead a
discussion on the situation at the
February 20 Administrative
Council meeting. , He . .and I
agreed that some discussion of
how news · should and can be
channeled to better facilitate the
free flow· of essential (and
trivial) items of. interest to the
FuTUre staff would only serve
the university's best interest.
, His willingness to tak~ the
"time -and make the effort.m the
meeting next week signals his
continued concern for openness
within the institution and
sharing of public information for
the enlightenment of all.
.
The president~ incidentally, for
those of you who do not kno~
him well, has NEVE~ been less
than frank and forthright with
members of the FuTUre
staff...would that all on campus
follow his example.
Although there may be some
timid news sources in this
growing university communit~,
the desire of the FuTUre staf( 1s
not to expose them but merely
to seek information, process it
and print it. It is a simple task
· when all cooperate. It is a well·nigh impossible task when key
links endanger the accuracy of
simple, public facts.
The FuTUre staff produces a
newspaper witb the intention t?
inform, not to enflame; to
interest, not to ·entertain; ~o
enlighten, not to destroy. Theirs
is · not perfection achieved,
though some would seem to
expect it--a back-handed
compliment to be sure. They are
good at what they do, and. I
sincerely hope our entire
community will aid them in
their labors.
James E. Couch
Managing Editor and Advisor

Decal Rules
BenefitSecurity
Editor:
Although we're all tired of
hearing complaints about
parking tickets and campus
security in general~ please be
receptive of these. After
receiving a no-decal ticket for
parking my wife's car in one of
FrU's temporary lots, I started
to think about why campus
security gives such tickets.
Of course, the answer was
immediately clear - to keep
unauthorized vehicles out.
Certainly that's a function for
the sole benefit of the student;
or is it? After all, aren't FTU's
temporary parking lots the
finest, smoothest and best
landscaped lots in the area?
And aren't they close to
shopping centers .and. ~usiness
offices where parkmg is m great
demand? Or is it just that heavy
non-FTU traffic is congesting
campus parking'? No?
. .
Well then, at least gmng
tickets is 8 way of making
::eyeryone share the $10 decal

By David Foster

~~i;1~!~o~ ~t the University of South Florida. have decid?~ ~h.at

SG President Mark Adam was shirking his executive respons1bil1ties
and drafted a resolution calling for his impeachm~mt. Ho"'."ever, the
senate failed to act on the resolution )ast week because .mo!e than half
of the senators did not care enough to show up for the meeting.

******
USF student organiZations may undergo incr~ased administrative
scrutiny as a result of South Florida's Zero Population Growth Chapter.
Apparently the ZPG used its office supply money to buy bumper
stickers such as "I.U.D.'s are out of sight" and "vasectomies are sexy"
and started a campaign to get students t9 disp~ay t~:m pro~?I~ upon
their bumpers. Somewhere along the line, an umdent1f,1ed pohtic1aq. was
appalled at the display of the stickers and '!rote a J~tter to ~he Board of
Regents on what he claimed morally offens1v~ and illegal stickers, .
Gaines\iille, Flori.da. . .
,,
. . ..
.
The "Independent Florida Alligator · has m1t1ated a . zµoney dnve
which amounts to what before only conservati~n is~s dreamt of. . .a
"Save the Florida Alligator" fund. After one · week, $545 has, been
donated to the goal of $20,000. Me~wh ile, ' ~ven more ~a· has
unfolded for President Stephen C. O'Connell. .In a letter to the general
inanager of th~ Al~igator, he wrote the following, "I commend yo~. and
your colleagues for your efforts and willingness to ~ ndertake t~e t~sk
ahead of you." The letter came as the string of 0 Connell ed1tor1als
began to dwindle in the Alligator.

'K.e ep Hidden'
.

price. But couldn,t this be
handled with a mandatory
registratio,n · fee, with only
special decals issued for reserved
spaces?
I have a feeling they 'had
something other than the · FTU
student,s interest at heart when
they invented the D decal. The
very fact that a phone call must
be made by the student -to
"notify campus security before
parking an undecaled vehicle on
campus is a hint that what some
of the faculty and most students
are saying is true -- FTU is being
run for the benefit of campus
security rather than campus
security for the_benefit of FTU.

necessary arrangeme~ts.
· On the Wednesday before the
game we learned, by word of
mouth, that th e schedule had
been changed again. This came
as quite a surprise, because on
Monday our president had gone
by the intramural office to
check on the schedule. The time
of our game was unchanged at
that time.
Upon learning of the change,
we proceeded to consult the
director, only to learn date
changes can take place at the
intramural office,s discretion.
However, if we wish to request a
reversal of this change, we find
that it is necessary to obtain the
approval of all parties involved.
We feel we mµst protest this
double standard. It is· time for all
teams to. ask that everyone · be
given equ~ protection ~nder the
rules. It is our desire that
intramurals be ru led by
understanding and fairness, not
capriciousness.

Sincerely,
David Heimburg

PAE Comment

Gains Backing
I

An Open Letter:
The President's Council of the
Intrafraternity Council of FTU
by unanimous vote endorsed the
letter written by Phi . Alpha
Epsilon fraternity. This situation
has occurred too often in the
past, and the situation needs
resolving. The intramural
committee of IFC will be
agreeable to work with
intramurals on a solution to the
refereeing problem.

Sincerely,
Wayne T. Hardy
Tribune
Sigma Sigma Chi

Chi Phi Favors
Frat's Complaint
'fo Whom It May Concern:

Respectfully,
Ken Lasseter
President, IFC

Intramural Dept

Hit By Frats
Editor: ·
We of Sigma Sigma Chi
fraternity would like tO add our
voices to that of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. The way th.e ~tr~u~al
office is conducted IS m def1mte
need of reform. Consider our ·
most recent experience with the
department.
We were scheduled to play
Kappa Sigma as our last game of
the season, but due to poor
weather we were unable to play
on the original date. The game
was rescheduled to a Sunday and
was so published in the FuTUre. ·
As with most students on this
campus, our team members have
jobs. In order to play they must
know, in advance, the dates of
our games so they can arrange to
.b e off from work. In accordance
with the published schedule, our
~earn
members made the

We the brothers of Chi Phi

.

frater~ity, would like to voice

OU r
SU p ~or t
0 f.
the
Interfratermty Council and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
concerning the intramural
prQgram. at FTU. Chi Phi: along
with the other fraternities, has
been strongly affected by the
weak officiating at athletic
events and other inadequacies of
this system.
We feel that as this university
grows 'likewise the intramural
progn;m should. However, this is
impossible under its present
structure. We also feel that this
system could be handled best by
an intramural board and not the
dictatorship of one powerful
man.
.
We hope that this letter will
not go unnoticed, as these
changes will only benefit the
system and not hurt it.

Sincerely yours,
Randy Ferguson
John DiMaggio
Ralph A. Burt

.

H idden Thoughts
Editor: ·
This is just a little note to let
you know that I think that Mr.
Hidden should take hint from
the title of his column and keep
his thoughts hidden. This is no
small request .if, as you say, your
main concern . is to run a
high-quality newspaper.

a

Sincerely,
Isaac Bickerstaff Jr.

CheapPollutio~

Causes Problem
Editor:
Judging from the various
difficulties I experienced trying
to recycle paper, I think
maintaining clean air and water
is more trouble than it is wo?fh
in dollars and cents · and th.erein
lies the problem. It cost less to
pollute than it does to recycle.
Jim Holt, an industrial
engineer at Walt Disney World
(WDW), said if WDW invested
$75,000 to set up some sort of
recycling system, !it would only
get $9,000 of its investment
back after the first year. And,
Holt added, WDW is not in
business to "lose" money.
WDW had three tons ,of
tickets it needed destroyed. The
company was willing to have
these tickets recycled, but there
were complications. The tickets
had to be destroyed before they
could be hauled off to a
recycling plan: (Why? Because
Disney officials did not want
anyone to sell or use these
tickets fo see attractions at the
Theme P~rk.) And, · a Disney
official had to be present all the
while the t;t:kets ·were being
destroyed.
Gary Hornbuckle, the
supervisor of admissions at
WDW said the only satisfactory
way to destroy the tickets so
they could be · recycled was by
using a shredder. -Unfortunately,
shredding three tons ~f tickets is
too time consuming. Hornbuckle
said the company did not want
to pay someone to stand around
and watch people shred tickets
all day.
How long would it take to
shred three tons of tickets? I do
not know. But, as Holt pointed
out, it will take the compamy 10
days to burn the tickets.
Even if you have the waste
paper all bundled up, stacked on
pallets, and access to a fork lift,

electric hand truck and a, semi and -someone to operate each of
those "access" items · finding a
recycling firm which will . take
the waste paper can be difficult . .
Three days · b~fore my
deadline to re~ycle 400 pounds
of waste paper ( a requirement
in Engineering 488 ~d one
means of supplementing F':f'U's
scholarship fund), I had
everything I needed but a place
to take the waste paper. It was
my intention to recycle both the
·old telephone books (newsprint)
and corrugated cardboard."
However, community groups
concerned about the spread of
pollution have kept the r~cycling
firms loaded with waste paper. ·
As a result, the price for certain
types of waste paper has
decreased so much, it is· no
longer profitable to recycle
them.
At nine cents per 100
pounds newsprint is a good
example. I n fact, Jim
McMenamy, the stock .. yard
attendant of the East Coast
Paper Stock Co., sai~ he has to
pay his employes to take several
tons of newsprint to the local
dump. McMenamy said he would
lose more money by shipping
the newsprint to a . paper· mill
and having it recycled than by
taking it to a dump.
F ort unately fo r me , .
Orlando's major recycling firm,
Commercial Iron ·and Metal,
wou ld take the corrugated . _
car dboard. Apparently, the
recycling market for this waste ·
paper is fairly good. I supplied
the firm with 4,950 pounqs of
corrugated cardboard and
re~eived . at 25 cents per 100
pounds - $12.3'7;
.,
This project cost D~ep South,
Inc., the expense involved in
sending a semi, a truck driver
and electric hand truck out to
Disney World', to the recycling
firm and then back to its
headquarters. The project ·also
cost WDW, because the man who
operated the fork lift was one of
their employes.
.
I think abo1,1t the benefits
·versus the costs of my recycling
project. Was it ~orth it? And I
say no because I see both
benefits and cost in terms of
money. I do not know what
price to · label clean air and
water. Perhaps, like many
people, I have "dollar-sign" eyes.
4\nd, people with dollar-sign
eyes have vision problems.
0

.Lamar Morgan

POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS
Don't overuse water.
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By John The Good, Transient Seer

For Friday, February 16,
message of great despair. It
1973. ·
advises you to avoi~ any f~ce
...r.a..
·
to face confrontations with
"l"I"' IF YOU WERE· BORN
members of the opposite sex.
.~Du
. DAY;,! :. :-. '.t·: ,. . : ~· :/·:· _. -. ;,~r~{Q,h, ~h.~~·W?~~~ *-r4?,~,.~,~ -t~\ ·.. ,~~

country, vowing to commit
suicide in Belgium, fo~ effect.
CANCER:

LIBRA:
TONTO: Me...Tonto . . •
REID: What of the other
Rangers? They were all my
·. ~ ... fri~nds. .o_i;a~ Vlastmhy broTther.
.

nmsbea all tbe oatmeal It
would say, "Hi there, Cutie,"
or "You are a wonderful
pemon,'' or "Yes, Mother
'· , .ltbo~ y~~~ .... o~ ~tu~f. ~~·- .

-&
.r.t.
""l'J"

·..

ft
"~ii /~~f(·~~«;iow:~ ..1!1Yst~~?us
0
·C'~1 .':;:· '.· :[~~fi:W~~~~it ~- ,:;,¥,~ . ;~- ~ {' ~~-1:.~·. ~-~-~;i.~~~~t~ij~ . ' ;·.:. ,r•ft~1t;a;,.:i.:.1·:~r~#r:~~--·f'11ciSt. . ;db:'~~ .~~~~ii-S,.~~~~·~-~··,
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W1pe . your . slate clean . . .

, .. . . .

, Y

now. .

.~day; forget the past and ··(~AURYS: .
".- * ~jbe ;Orlent,l~the ·
hope .it forgets you. Move to ·· · Your ~mp~nnental nature .
· hyp~_otlc pewer to cloud
Montana; change your name . ·:will _le~ you . iiitQ trouble . ". , .men's · ~~ ~ that t.h er
and grow a moust.ache. Try to ·.. today, if.·you get. out of b~d.
~d ·r;i~t-see him. ~n ,s
live a quiet, unassuming life.
My suggestion · would be to
frien~i- ·and companion, the

Maybe her ·father will never
"l"S" find you.

curl up in a prenatal position,

close your eyes and hope like
mad.

{t
{+ PISCES:·
{t
Renew your inte~sts in

GEMINI:
long forgotten projects, like
Boy, are you · in for it.
getting out of college and . W e d n e s d a y
w a s
"'t'f' paying off bad· debts. This is a
you-know-what day, and you
good · time to begin again, n e g l e c t e d . t o g e t
* . even if you never really , you - know - who · a
..£l. started before.
-.
.· Y~·know-what. l!nderstand? .
::&"
··
JnCJdentally, it's too late to
""l"" ARIES:
·
get you-know-who a
'l'he virginal intersection of -y o u - k n o w - w h a t .
k

:I:::

+J-

.,.., .

Dummy."

SCORPIO:
Your closet friends : :
going to appear to be
;most obstinate
today' for ·
reasons which will be obscure
to you. The reasons, however,
are Ulat the friendship is ·one
way, and you don't really
have any friends at all. Ha,
ha, the joke's on you.

lovely Margo Lane, .alone
knows to whom the voice of
th~ invisible Shadow belongs.
"
LEO:
See Cancer. My question
is: If Margo Lane can know
who the Shadow is, why can't
Lois Lane know who
Superman is?

SAGITrARIUS:
Y our problems of
insecurity, inferiority,
frustration and depression all
began with your oatmeal
bowl. Most people's oatmeal
bowls had nice things written

CAPRICORN:
Disaster of disasters! Pox
of poxes! Horror of horrors!
You will get to bed early
tonight, having no date, and
intend to sleep late tomorrow
to make up for the lost sleep
this week~ You will sleep like
a rock until 6 a.m.
MONDAY! Not only will you
have lost the weekend, but
you will hav.e slept on your
hand and it will feel tingly all
day. Sorry to be the one to
bring this news to y~u, but I

*
· ~:;;;;;;~;;;;;f ~TU r'8CiU;~ifi;ds;~;;;;;;:t.J
VIRGO:.
Wh~ was

that

masked

0

REWARD!
Lost--Men's
prescription gold wire rim~ in
vicinity of the Engineering Bldg.
Ca II campus ext. 2264,
. PLEASE!

Richie,
This is to bring a smile to your
lovable face & to let you know
I'm glad God kept you for me. I
love you.
Your little girl, Lin.

services

FREE! · Adorable month-old
pups need a home. Mother is
AKC beagle. Call Linda or Dave
at 671-4739. ·FREE!

Pl ANO LESSONS! Personal
tutoring in the mornings and
evenings. Qualified · instructor.
Call 277-1516.

mj: i'm back. hi there. fm. ·

Typing
in
my
home .
Experienced, fast, & accurate.
50¢
double-spaced .page.
Themes, reports, term paper,
etc. · For more info-call Sharon
Wilson 859-1995.

lost-found
REWARD! For · return of or
info. leading to return of man's
black wallet lost Tues. Jan. 30 in _
vicinity of Sci. Aud. or
Classroom Bldg. or walk to PE
Bldg. sometime between 10 a.m.
or .noon. Call Intercollegiate
office 275-2256.

Licensed astrologer--Character
profiles $5. Send name
birthdate, time, place t~
A_stroCal Research Box 302,
Fern Park. Services info.
834:8955.

wonted

Typing
in
my · home.
Experienced in all types of
college papers and resumes. 50¢
double-spaced page. More info.
Call Mrs. Hubley 859-2929.

Female Roommate needed to
move to N. Orlando area at
quarter brea'k. Contact Cheryl G.
on Friday in Criminal Justice
Dept. or call 422-3442 eves. or
weekends.

other
London-4 wks. rm, brd, univ.
credit & transp., $695. Also 2
wks indep. travel. 6-30 to
8-6- 73. Ph.
323-1450 or
671-4268 after 5 p.m.' Ms.
D'Ortona.

for sale
Mobile home:
B_roadmore,
furnished, 1971, 12 x 60, shag
carpet, drapes, 2 .Br like new,
excellent buy, call 678-0749
8-11 p.m., optional 23,000 BTU
air conditioner to remain.

for rent
RIDGEWOOD- VILLAGE--New
2 · bdrm duplex apts. in quiet,
wooded setting. Fully shag crpt
with cntrl heat/air. Appliances
and draperies are furnished.
Laundry in backyard area. 4
miles N. of FTU entrance at
Mitchell Hammock Rd. in
Oviedo. $160 per mo. on 6 mo.
lease. Tel. 365-3721.

68 Falcon complete with
air/heat, 4-door V-8, automatic,
radio. Good condition. Only
$895. Call 273-2212 after 5 p.m.
Mobile home-71 Marlo, 12 x 60,
2 bdrm central air, pay transfer
fees & take over pmts. Call
Nancy ext. 2531 or 365-5940.

Stereo FM/AM W-8 track tape,
f ~ctory dash installation
complete $179.50. BEAT THE
RIP-OFF! ACTION MUSIC
1903 N. Orange 423-3810 after
2 p.m. Wed. thru Sal
TAPES . & RECORDS $2.95
each. Also, large home speakers
systems M sale. At ACTION
MUSIC.
*INTERESTED IN GOOD
QUALITY QUAD?* Pioneer
QX-8000 receiver and two (2}
CS-88A Pioneer speakers-top of
the I ine in quality sound
reproduction. If interesteq, call
Dave Young 295-0740-between
1 _ a.m. & 7 a.m. OH YES ONLY $795.
FA N · T AST IC
BARGAJN-Student selling 3 new
wigs -- 2 short, 1 long gypsy . .
Make offer. Call Jan at

275-4651.

· .Weekly Activity Calendar
TODAY

MONDAY,FEB.19

'

· VC POETRY FESTIVAL:
10: 30 a.m •.:.10 p.m., Multi Purpose.
Room.

BAND REHEARSAL:
. 1 p.m., VCAR-A.
'

JERRY FREY:
SG Judicial Board, 11 a.m.; VC
200.
. BAND REHEARSAL:
1. .p.m., VCAR-A.
NEW

ORLEANS

SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA:

ALPHA TAU OMEGA:
Meeting, 11
LR 211.

MUSICAL
REHEARSAL:
"Right You ·Are If You Think You
, Axe," 6 p_
.m. - 1 I p.m., V~R.

- _11 p.m.;

TYES:
Meeting, 6

EN AUD.

.

.

u.,

7:30

p.m., vc 211.

.

SATURDAY. FEB. 17
WRESTUNG:
FTU vs Tampa
VCAR.

TRI DELTA:
M~eting, 6 p.m., EN 4-07 •

STUDENT

STUDENT
MUSICAL
REHEARSAL:
"Right You Axe If You Think You

7 p.m.

ACCOU1'fl'ING CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 216.

. SIGMA Al,..PHA EPSILON:
Meeting, 6. p.m., Eng 203

2 p.m.-1 I p.m., VCAR.

A.re,~·

· DELTA SIGMA PI:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 233, 239.

LAMBDA CID ALPHA:
Meeting, 5: 30 p.m., VC dining
room.

.

'

LAMBDA cm ALPHA: '
Meeting, 6:30 -p.m., VCAR-A.

p.m.,,>

LATIER-DAY SAINTS STUDENT
ASSOCIA DON:
· 12 noon, VC 200.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 360.

CHESS ·CLUB:

: . · Meeting, 7 p.m •• VC 200.
VC BRIDGE LESSONS:
· · 7 p.m., VC game N<>m.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT:
Senate Meeting, 4 p.m., Multi

BAND R~HEARSAL:
1 p.m., VCAR-A.

Pwpose Room.

MENS ?<. RESIDENCE
ASSOCIATION:
5 p.m., VC dining room

a.m.:

ST UD E NT

M -U S I C A L

JNTRAMURALS:
Captains' meeting, 11 a.m., VC
. 200.

REH~ARSAL:

YOUNG DEMOCRATS:

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC dining room.

-"Right You Are-If Yo~ Think You
. AI.e," 6 p.m. - 11 p.m., VCAR.

.Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 214.

MUS IC AL
REHEARSAL:
"Right You Are If You think You
Af:e," 8·am.> 5 p.m., VCAR.

TAU EPSILON PHI:
Meeting, 7:30 p.m.~ VC 214

BASKETBALL:
F'fU vs North Carolina, .3 p.m.,
Lake Highlaed Prep.

KAPPA SIGMA:
6p.m~VCAR

DELTA TAU DELTA:
6:30 p.m..; VC 214.

BAND REHEARSAL:
1 p.m., VCAR-A.

VC CANDLE-MAKING CLASSES:
7 p.m., vc 219. .

STUDENT MUSICAL IIBHEARSAL:
"Right You Axe If You Think You
Are," 6 p4m. - 11 p.m., VCAR.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
7 p.m., EN 360.

.Meeting: 7 p.m., C Dorm lounge.

ZETA TAU.ALPHA~
Pledge meeting, 6 p.m., VC 2l4.
ZETA TAU ALPHA:

Chapter"

mee~g.

VC~-A.

6:30
. ·. .p~.
...

TUESDAY, FEB.·20

r..

CIRCLEK:
Meem;g, 11

BAND REHEARSAL:
7 p.m., VCAR-A.

_ Meeting,
. 11 a.m., LR
. 2U.
~~

~

a.m., LR 211.

PEGASUS PIL-OTS FLYING CLUB:
M~ng.11a.m.,EN418.

Ingmar ·JlCJgman series, 7 p.m._SCAUD.

..

SOCIOu;xiY CLUB:
~

a a.m.-s p.m•• ve 211 ..

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB~ ·
Meeting, 11 p.m., EN 502.

WEDNESDAY~. FEB. 21
FRATERNAL COMPOSITES:

". ·.... ~~..~p~~ VC~1~

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL:
Meeting, VC 200.

"HOW TO FAIL AT LIFE
WITHOUT REALi.Y TRYING":
Theatre production, 8: 30 p.m.,
VCAR.

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
MACHINERY:

Tour of Cape Kennedy; meet at
noon at Computer Center.

THURSDAy. FEB. 22

ORDER OF DIANA:
Meeting, 7 p.m.. VC 200.

. "THE WUCH"~

EOPLE:

VCBOARD:
Meeting, S p.m.. VC 214. · .

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
Meetin~. Noon, EN 502.

BLACK STUDENT UNION:
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 211. ·

FRATERNAL COMPOSITES:

-S T .U D E ·N ·i

BAND REHEARSAL:
1 p.m., VCAR-A.

·,.

BLACK SlUDENT U.NION:
Meeting. ti Liil., VC 211.
SnJDENT.~:
J~dicbl

·Boud Meeting, 11 ,a.m.,
. VC·ioo.
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ROTC Head Visits FTU
Force ROTC programs around
the country. White deemed
FTU's program, which now
numbers 71, as "extremely
important The major ingredient
of the Air Force is 'people' and
the ROTC program is the best
· opportunity ta get officers ttiat
~~ ~;\~ 9v~r-all · :'. ~~n. )-.. \

":~~~1~~~\.: 1 :.:ad4t,~i:-~··;Y"~j\~'.
. .d~f.~~ . ~J.i~/ ";;

·ODiy inittai~cH&St s:rtng;:"1t;~ 9tf , ~ .tp a Dying fa.tart.
. ..;
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•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••
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.

. .

-

.

.

•.•.•.•, SUSAN MUNDY is an 18-year-oJd freshman ma1ormg m medical
......•.•.
PHOTOS
•.•.•.•, technology. She came to Orlando about 31h years ago from
•.•.•.•.•
•••
•.•.•.•.•Pennsylvania.
•••
•
BY
She Joined
tbe women's corps of AFROTC fall quarter
•:•:•:•:
·
•:•:•:•: and was one of the first women to do so. She says she wants everyone
•.•.·.··PETE REYNOLDS•.•.•.•, to know that she did not join because of ~Y. feminist movements but
:•:•:•:•. • • ·iii • • • • • • • • :•:•:•: as a human being exercising her rights as an American. She has brown
.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.·.~. hair and green eyes. Besides · being in ROTC, she is also cadet
.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. commander of the Pine Hills Civil Air Patrol squadron.
•.•.•.•.·

·············~···············~·······~·--------------------------=--

Poetry Of Mao Presented
By Mike- Crites

ROBERT RYAN is a 21-year-old junior majoring in commercial art.
His fellow Air Force ROTC ~embers know him as Major Ryan; he is
the first cadet commander of the FTU detachment. Robert plans to be
a pilot in the regular Air Force aft.er graduation. He's getting in a lot of
practice for the day, because he holds a private pilot's license and is a
member of the FTU Pegasus Pilots Flying Club. To top it off, he is also
the deputy commander of the Arnold Air Society at FTU. Robert's
activities are not limited to the Air Force and flying however; he is also
a member of the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, and is on the VC Board.

r.franslator Engle
Leads Workshop
\

Paul Engle, the first and only
English translator of Chairman
Mao Tse-tung's poetry, appeared
at FTU February 7. While on
campus, Engle gave a reading of
Mao's poetry and held a
workshop for poetry students.
Engle is director of the
University of Iowa's
International Writ.ers' Workshop,
iS the "Clark Ansley Professor of
Creative Writing" and is a
professional lecturer for the W.
Colston Leigh Bureau in New
York.
He has published and edited
several volumes, reviewed books
for three of the · largest
magazines, has been published in
several magazines and has
written lyrics for several songs.
He held a workshop on
campus for poets and Qther
interested persons in wich he
discussed various aspects· . of

poetry. One aspect he stressed
was that in . poetry, the image is
important, and neither
metaphysical ideas nor concrete
facts are primary considerations.
He also instructed·the poets that
"poems should be condensed as
much as possible. Any word that
can be cut out should be."
After his lecture, Engle
critically reviewed some poems
done by some FTU students,
offering them constructive
criticism. He closed his remarks
by reminding the poets that "a
poet,s first re8ponsibility is to
his poem_,,
In the evening Engle·spoke at
the Village Center and read a
new and unpublished poem,
"Engle Country." He gave a
capsule history of Mao's life and
read · some of Mao's poetry
before a question and answer
~ion.

LXA ·Nets· Charity Dollars
In Basketball Marathon
"This was our rmt large fund
raising effort for charity," said.
Conne"', "but we thought it was
a grea\ success. We intend to do
i~ again next year, and raise even
more money."
Area sponsors included State
Tra-etor and Equipment
Company, State Farm insurance,
Bill Wainwright (American
Fedeml), Suddath Van Lines and
Barnett Banks.
F{)rty membem of the FTU
fraternity took part in the
marathon. "We . ue working on
other charitable piojects:' said
Conner, "including the
·upcomiq Maleh of Dim~ walk.
The· brothen of Lambda Chi
Alpha railed $500 for the .
cembal palsy telethon last

weekend

in

a ' htsketball

lmrathon .. tlUlt' · luted 18

hauls.

and involved 17 other teams.
According tO Mike Co~ner,
marathon chairman and LXA
brother, "we raised the money
by getting sponsors to give
money for each poi,nt -scored."
· Lambda Chi scored 732
points, and Sigma Sigma Chi
gained a trophy for scoring the
most points against them.
The teams participating
included 12 other fraternities, 1
sorority and 4 independent -

teams.

Paul Engle, a I'eading
American literary figure,
presented "The Poetry of
Chairman Mao" in the Village
Center Multi Purpose Room
February 7.
Engle used a clear and
explanatory method of speaking
to his audience. To set the moon
for Mao's poetry, which
concentrates . on the Chinese
landseape, Engle read his most
recent poem, "Engle Country.''
He explained that China has
become Mao's country; 57
million copies of his poetry have
been bought on the mainland.
Engle ·said he would like to
read his own poem for · two
reasons: "To establish that when
I talk about the poetry of
another man I do so from the
point of view of someone who is
himself a practicing poet, and,
secondly, because l have some
sense of the landscape of that
place where I was born and
lived, and Mao has a certain
sense of how China looks to
him."
As a - work of art, "Engle
Country" is not as strong as
Engle's past work. Despite
flashes of brilliance, tbe poem
seems, on the whole, to be
self-conscious. The finest lines in
the poem are:
On that street comer where
it dawned,
He picked sphinx moths from
· the light poles.
He abandoned his childhood
like a clawing cat .
Thrown out of a moving car
on a country road. .

One literature major
suggested that "E_ngle Country"
is actually a parody of Mao's
poetry. The poet would then be
assuming the role ·of the lord
who p~es along his' thoughts to
the people.
The poem acquires a
fascinating quality when read as
a parody. The segment of "Engle
Country" that relates the
episode of young Paul selling
newspapers to prostitutes would
work as a ;morality lesson:
Hand burning, he threw the
nickel into .the Cedar River
And watched it sizzling in the
-earth-coloted water-.

Those lines come after Paul
bas had to pick .his wage from
the bue breast of one of the
girls.
Mao's father was a pin
merchant, "the -sort of man he-Only· one. peaon besides devoted his life to destro}iing,"
Tonto knows-the true identity Enele explalnec:l Mao was to be
of the Lone 1bnler. Her name ed~' .o·that be could .keep
ii~ Hornblower.·
.
lthe boob·of the family.business.
.

GOSH!

.

His mother brought him to the
intellectuals were not clean. The
·B uddhist temples to learn~
workers were really cleaner than
hymns.
the -middle
int_ellectuals
Contrary to his father's
that I knew."
wishes. Mao went to a
Engle pointed 9ut that Mao's
teacher-training college. Engle
poetry was written in absolute,
said, "There he began his ideas
fixed fomi. · The poetry is
of revolt by reading a life of
metrically regular and written in
George Washington in Chinese."
a pre-determined form that dates
Mao acquired a position as a
to the T'ang Dynasty in the 7th
librarian at Pe.king University,
to 9th centuries.
which gave him access to
"Mao wrote his revolutionary
contemporary political thought.
ideas demanding absolute change
Until 1911, "there was the
and the t ension between th~
repressive dynasty and - regularity of the form and the
everybody opposed to it -were
irregularity of the ideas he _was
radicals," Engle said. Sun
urging make a curious kind of
Yat-sen established his
tension," Engle said. "Mao was·
dictatorship and the Republic of
not eager to have his poems
China after the fall of the
published because he thought
·Manchu dynasty.
the old forms might be bad for
Mao married the daughter of
the young."
his favorite professor. She was
Mao considers his work "not
executed by the Nationalists
poetic enough, not in any way
when she would not repudiate·
distinguished." Engle said he is
her husbat;ld. His current wife
not one of the best poets,
was formerly a bit player in
though he is a "good
movies and is responsible for
middle-range poet."
blending Marxist ideology with
Mao's theory of guerrilla
warfare is the matter in --linmg
Chinese music and gymnastics.
Kang.Mountain" (1928). During
Engle stated that the Chinese
the total poverty and cold of his
system "with its total censorship
expenence on that mountain he
of the arts and its total
evolved and put into practice his
restriction on individual speech
theory of · guerrilla warfare.
and move~ent would be an
Engle described the poem as the
unbearable way to live." He
continued, \ "Of all of the
only military instructions
dictatorships in the world only
delivered in rhymed verse:
the Chinese is run by men of
-high culture and imagaination. It
"Ching Kang Mountain"
was literary men who led the
Chinese Revolution."
Enemy advance, we run away.
''Return to Chau Chan"
Enemy stop, we delay.
(1959) is typical of Mao's poetry
Enemy tired, we annoy.
because the significance of
Enemy retreat, we destroy.
events and things are linked to
the ~evolution. Engle explained
·Engle commented on Mao's
that only 38 pages of poetry are
ability to engage in a battle and
available, though it is known
write .a poem about it .one week
that Mao wrote moYe. He
later. Most poetry is written
outlined the primary theme of
after a certain period of settling.
Mao's poetry as the idea that · "Farewell to the Plague Spirit"
anything can be achieved with a
is an occasional poem written
powerful mind and will.
after the wiping out of the blood
The first poem on ·record by
fluke in the rice paddies of
Mao is "Chung Chau" which was
southern China in June- 1958.
written in 1925, when he was a
Mao is ~xuberant as he compares
poverty-stricken rebel, who, if
the Chinese people to the
found, would have been shot
ancient emperors Yau and Chu,
immediately. Mao's dedication
who had the .good of the people
to the movement is mirrored in
as a primary concern. . ·
his objective view of life and in
"The Long March" -draw~
im~es from their -desperate
~epoem:
8,000..mile trek across -eh.Ina.
'
'Ibey lived in caves Jllld could
Eagles striking
the sky,
have been wiped out completely
Fish gliding under the clear
water.
·
on numerous instances. Mao
speaks of th.e deadly fire .ftom.
All creatures f".eht f.or freedom
·planes -and the pursuit of the
Under the frosty sky.
Red Army by -hundreds of
As. a student, Mao said that
thousand soldieis. ·
he thought that ntanual labor
Paul Engle ·usually delivers
was undignified. "W-0rkers ai:id . the ~'Poegy of Chairman Mao.,,
- peasants _ woer.e dirty. 1'le
with bis wife, who is Chinese.
intellectuals were the only. clean
She is tbe rust -penon to. teach
.people. After I .became a . creative wntinf in Chinese. '!'hey'
revolutionary and lived with
are the cotranslators and editors
: wo~~ and ~p~~n.ts) gra~.,ially .· .. of .the -''Poetry :of pbai_nrum ... came .to knoW them '.•Wen. ··;Tb(h :,: ·· MAO''' ·, :,.,'.
,,-...; ~.· -..:•.', >'. L -~
.
- ·.
. .,
. ,.:"
. . .. :..
.
.
'
:,
"''": ( ~ ·:. "·~
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Campus·Glances
PEDDLERS WARNING
"Pots and pans" peddlers,
who periodically work in area
apartment complexes, office
buildings, factories and
roadsides, may be offering
"distres.5ed merchandise" · and
junk at so-Called bargain prices,
the Better Busines.5 Department
of the Orlando Area Chamber of
Commerce has warned.
The peddlers offer for $17 .50
a 41-piece ovenware set (marked
at $89:50) which cost them
about $4 wholesale, the
department reported Some
buyers have found similar
merchandise is even less
expensive in some neighborhood
stores.

QUILLS AND PILLS
Quills and Pills, a student
organization for medical record
administration majors, has
recently been established on
campus with 15 charter
members.
The club's purposes are to
provide interaction among
medical records · administration
majors at FTU and at other
universities and to further
professional knowledge of the
field.
Officers include Bob
Wildermuth, president; Art
Harberts, vice president, and B.
J. Jackson, · secret.ary. Faculty
advisor for the group is Mrs.
Shirley Perrin.

POETRY COMPETITION
The National Poetry Pres.5 has
announced its spring poetry
competition is open and now
accepting the submission of
manuscripts by college students.
The last day for submitting
manuscripts is April 10.
Any student attending either
junior or senior college is eligible
to submit verse. There is no
limitation as to form or theme.
Shorter works are preferred by
the Board of Judges because of
space limitations. Each poem
must be typed or printed on a
seoarate sheet, and must bear
the name and address of the
student and the college address
as well.

Manuscripts should be sent to
National Poetry Pres.5, 3210
Selby Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
~0034.

VETERANS' NOTICE
When conferring with the
Veterans Administration Office,
veterans are urged, due to the
·iarge · volume of mail and
inquiries handled by the office,
to include their full name and
address, claim (C) number
and/or Social Security number
ori all correspondence. All mail
spould include ZIP Codes.

ENGAGEMENT
Miss Clara Lancaster, better
known as Susie, is pleased to
announce her engagement and
subsequent marriage to Jon
Findell. Susie is the intrepid
secretary of student publications
and Findell is a t.alented
photographer for the
instructional media department.

LXAAWARD

PUBLIC RELATIONS
The Pegasus Public Relations
Club recently elected the
following officers: Linda Mick,
president; Harry Chilcot, vice
president; · Denise Gainer,
.secretary, and Vickie Williams,
treasurer. Ken Sheinkopf is club
advisor.
.
Upcoming meetings will be
announced in the FuTUre and
all students are invited to attend.

INCOME TAX
Students are urged to contact
the Better Business Department
of the Orlando Area Chamber of
Commerce if they have any
doubts about the firm that is
doing your income tax reports.
The Internal Revenue Service
has been cracking down on firms
that file improper returns and
collect the overpayment.

Faculty Senate
(Co.ntinued from Page 1)

The first Lambda· Chi Alpha
Award of Merit was given to Ken
Las.5eter of. Tau Kappa Epsilon .
Fraternity recently, for his
service in the Interfraternity
Council and for his efforts in
promoting better interfraternal
·relations.
The idea of an annual award
to honor the Greek who "did
the most to strengthen Greek
unity" was brought back from
LXA's national meeting and
proposed by President Bart
Barnes.
DOCTOR~ DEGREES

Seventy-one per cent of the
faculty at FTU have their doctoral
degrees. The degrees come from 81
U. S. colleg~s and universities and
three foreign schools. There are 61
gmduates from the Big Ten st.ates, 9
from the Ivy League, and 27
schools have one each. The faculty
roster also includes eight graduates
each from the universities of
Georgia, Texas, and Michigan; seven
each from Arizona and Ohio State,
and siX each from Northwestern,
North Carolina and Oklahoma
State. There are now 357 faculty
members at FTU.

''How To Fall At Life
Without Really Trying," FTU's
first student written and
produced musical will open
Thursday at 8: 30 p.m. in the
Village Center Assembly Room.
The musical, · written by
David Boelzner and Dennis
Keeler, and directed by Keeler,
is a takeoff on "How To
Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying." The action
occurs within the setting of a
lingerie company and the
romantic plot is basically a
boy-meets-girl sequence.
The 12 songs for the musical
were written by Boelzner and
Keeler and include such titles as
"When I Was Your Age" and
"The Simple Things."
The cast includes Randy
Green, Laura Hardy, Weber Ivy
and Richard Wagner in the main
roles, with Ed Dilks as the
villain.
·
Keeler commented, "I am
extremely pleased with the
progress the cast has shown
despite numerous problems,"
such as late casting and shifting
of rehearsal times and places.
Tickets for "How To Fail"
are available at the Village
Center main desk and at the
door. Admission is free to
members of the FTU
community and $1.50 general

colleges, 24 are on the modified
semester system, 3 are on the
quarter system and 1 is
unclassified. He added that
presently only one term -- the
fall ·quarter -- coincides for
junior college transfers.
Gambrell stated the modified
semester plan would also be
beneficial for .teaching contracts.
He said the junior colleges are
able to provide their faculty
with summer employment under
the modified semester system.
Gambrell commended, "If they
are smart enough to do it, I
assure we can do it too."
FTU is not now able to meet
re.gulations to provide public
school teachers with the
opportunity to further their
education during the summer
months, according to Gambrell.
He said, "We have lots of
problems meshing with the
sources that provide our input.
We must coordinate our
operation with other operations
in the st.ate. We now have several
aspects coordinated, such as
articulation and common course
numberings, but not the time
. period. If we do not take
initiative, it will be done for us."

Beer Favored In Survey
Recently, WFTU conducted a
survey on campus to determine
the prevailing attitude toward
the sale of beer and/or wine on
campus. The results of that poll
. _ show there is an overwhelming
majo:r:ity of students who favor
such sale on campus. The figures
were 86.5% for, 11.9% against
and 1.6% undecided on beer;
and 85.5% for, 11.9% against
and 2.6% unqecided about wine.
According to Dave Waterman,
WFTU's news director, an
interestinJ? facet of the survey

'Adopt-A-Gram p'
Program Starting
You may already have your
quota of grandparents, but if
not, Campus Ministries is going
to make it possible for you to
adopt one.
Florida Manor, a nursing
home in Orlando has 263
residents, of which
approximately half have no
family. The "Adopt-A-Grandparent" program is designed for
these individuals.
A charter organizational
meeting and orientation will be
held 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the
Newman Center at 408 E.
Lyman Ave. in Winter Park.
Students from FTU and
Rollins College are invited to
participate in the program, and
hopefully 130 volunteers can be
fo u n d. For addition al
information, call the center at
644-3625.

was thaf almost 3/4 of the
respondents favored locating
facilities for selling the beer
and/or wine near or in the VC.
One of the most prevalent
reasons given by students for
suggesting this location was that
it be made a part of the food
services operation and its
revenue could be used to
improve the food service.
Most of the dissenters
supported their opinions with
the 1,1sual reasons like "drunk
drivers" and "potential
rowdines.5.,,
The 'pro' faction of the
survey seemed to feel that
having beer on campus would do
a lot toward eliminating FTU's
high school or junior college
image, and would help to bring a
social life to the campus which is
considered by many to be a
serious deficiency now. Other
responses were "Why not,
people can get it in other places
and on other campuses."

GOSH!

When Hollywood actor
Stewart Granger first arrived
on the acting scene, he was
forced to change his name as
another actor already
established, had the same
name. His name? James
Stewart, which Stewart
Granger's real name. P.S. John
Wayne's real name. is Marion
Morrison.
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Complete FISHER Systems

:

•

From $249.95

•
_ :• _ _ ___,,
•
333 Park Ave. South,

Stereo by: KLH, Marantz, Fisher,
Sony, Etc.
Next to Colony Theatre, Winter Park

•............................................ ,.

BARNETT BANK
FREE CHECKING -

-

We feature famous name
clothing for men and ·
women at wholesale-prices
...or below. For women,
names like Jonathan
Logan, Applause, ·Junior
Express, Mr. Vito, ·.Kerral,
Gino Paoli. Many originals
and one of a kind. Lo~g
dresses, pant suits, slacks,
beaded gowns. Men double knit jackets,
regular $65. to $85., now
$25., pants, reg. $25 to
$35, now $9.99, by
Brooks and Donegal,
Trend and Arnold Palmer.
Double Knit jeans, Farah
and Broomstick slack~
reg. $12 to $25 .• now ~ ~
pair for ·$7. Visit and
Browse ·the new and.
different

CHECK IT OUT ..,...
FuTUre ADVERTISING NEEDS ONE STUDENT FOR PART
TIME WORK. PICK .YOUR OWN HOURS, PUT CASH IN
POCKET.
LR 215 or Call 275 - 2606

WAREHOUSE :f:B. ·

6440 E: CllOllAL ·DR.
PH: 273-B .
DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK

EAST ORLANDO ·

ALTAMONTE.SPRINGS
17-92 at LEE ROAD
WFm' ORLANDO

less than . 1 mile east on
436 - across from Louis
Volkswagen. ·open Sat.
l~. Sun. 12 til 6, Tues
thru Thurs. 10 til 6. Fri.
10 til 9. Closed Monda s.

24 HOURS A DAY OF STEREO PRQQRESSIVE MUSIC
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Matmen Now No. 2
And Trying Harder
By Fred Cay

"FTU-state champs in '74,''
the battle cry of Gerry
Gergley's young wrestling squad
following their encouraging
second-place f"mish in ' last
weekend's state meet.
AB far as they are concerned,
the meet wasn't the end of this
year, merely the beginning or
next year's march toward a state
title.
' Third overall in last year's
tourney at Winter Park, the
Knights trailed winning
University of Florida by only
151h points this time, producing
three first-place winners and five
others that took · home trophies
(fourth or better).
is

· FTU'S WRESTLING squad f"mished a strong second in last weekend's collegiate state championships at
Broward Community College. 'lbe squad consisted of (front, left to right) Sam Williams, Mike Shivers, Curt
Such~r, . Pat Murphy and Joe Gicobbe. In Che back row are (left to right) Pete Berkeiy, Joe Y anovitch,
Charlie Patton, Ted Wansley and Tom Hammons. (Photo by Mike Johnston )

Knights Close Season Monday

~ight

At Lake Highland

FTU Squad Bows·To Monarchs
By Larry Mccorkle

- FTU's basketball team lost
one game and almost two others
in perhaps the most blase week
of basketball iil the school's
history.
Veey simply, the Knights
could put together only one
· good half of basketball out of
six, and ultimately paid the price
last Tuesday when St. Leo
nearly blasted FTU right out of
its own home gym by a 110-82
margin. This suprising loss was
preceded by narrow wins over
Georgia College (92-89) and FIT
(81-78).
FTU closes the season thiS
Monday night at W e Highland
against a highly rated North
Carolina (Asheville) squad. The ·
(.) game begins at 8: 00 p.m.
St. Leo paced by 6'7" Jim
Kiley put a six men in double

figures. · The Monarchs
repeatedly broke through FTU's
press to score via two-on-one
and even three-on-one layups.
Things were going so bad for
Fl'U that Coach Torchy Clark
liberally substituted the reserves

WILLY BELOTTE

toward the end of the game
knowing that they certainly
could do no worse man me
regulars.
"I knew we were going to get
beat before we started," said
FTU's Zettie McCrimon after
the game. "We were flat. Maybe
this game was good for us.
Maybe it'll wake us up."
Arnett Hall, the game's
leading scorer with 26 points,
thought the lack of practices
might have hurt the team. Clark
gave the team a two-day rest
from practice after Saturday's
narrow Win over FIT.
In any event, the loss
destroyed any chances for a
· 20-win season as I<'TU's record
dropped to 17-8, with last night's
game against West Florida and
this Monday's encounter with

Sam Williams, 150-pounder
from FTU, won his weight class
and nearly came back with the
"outstanding wrestler" award,
which. instead went to Florida's
177-pound. Gary Schneider.
Williams came out on top in
one of the most important and
certainly one of the most
exciting matches of the tourney
as he picked up three points in
th final five seconds to win the
championship match against
Larry Edwards or Miami-Dade
South. It was not until this
crucial match that the Knights
assured themselves of their
second-place f"mish over Dade
South.

And to get to the
championship match, all Sam
had to do was beat the toumey
favorite, Dave Kinchen of
~Dade North, who was
undefeated this year up to that
point. He did it convincingly by
an 11-4 margin.
For Pat Murphy. who won the
126-pound class, it was a case of
bard work paying off. Third last
year as a 134-pounder, Pat
worked down to the lighter
weight and ran six miles a day
on his own. He b~ed through
bis matches, beating Miami-Dade
North's Frank Mason 9-2 for the
title.
Curt · Sucher was one who
certainly wasn't to be outdone
·by Murphy and Williams. In his
three matches, he had only one
point scored on him. His
title-winning match was a 7-0
trou ncing of Florida's Joe
Romo.
Mike Shivers had to seWe for
a secondi>lace finish in the
142-pound class after defaulting
due to injury. At the time of bis
injury, he was leading Florida's
Tim Granowitz on points.
The Knight's 1ast home match
of the year will be Saturday
night against Tampa. The match
starts at 7: 30 p.m.

(Continu ed on Page U)
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WFTU is •umbel* ONE o•
Florida Tech ·
because _y ou •acle us that wa_y • a•cl that
~ay we're ·goi•g to sta_
y . WFTU progra•s
o•l.Y for yo•· At 7:30 P·•· clal·l.y , lisle• for
the 4th Tower of l•ver•ess, a•cl see what
we •ean by progra••l•g for YOUI

plaid shirt, polyester-cotton
smock top, polyester-rayon.'
matching cuffed trousers.
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y Cromwell Visits FTU Campus

Weightlifters Place Second To Florida
For the third straight year,
the FrtJ weightlifteis f"mished
ECODd to the University. of
Florida in the Florida collegiate
championships.
Florida totaled 22 points with
eight lifters while FrU finished
second with 17 points scored by
rfive lifters. From those five
titers, FTU recorded two firsts,
o seconds and a third.
Farrell Byrd and HarVey
Newton placed f"mt for FTU,
and in the process, set state
.: -~::urds in the snatch, clean and

jerk~d~~----------

~-.ur.-u.r..-r

B•g Trade•lns

70 vw

PANEL TIUCI. Here is
e
Workman's
riend.

$1895

· 67 SIMCA
UT UCI.. Diamond

~

W$i39~-: tfi~~Bright
..... and -:::

Yeliow with 4 Speed.

7 ENGLIS

"Mighty Mouse" Byrd, who
lJromwell is traveling
only weights 132 pounds,
throughout the state,
recorded a 200-lb. snatch and a
emphasizing the importance of
260-lb. clean and jerk for a 460 . women's rowing and working
total.
toward the 1976 Olympic
Harvey Newton, who
Games in Montreal.
resembles Samson both in facial
He hopes that women will ·
hair and in physical build,
support the rowing program and
snatched 270 lbs. and clean and
be competitive on the state level.
Cromwell encouraged FTU to
jerked 335 lbs. for a 605 total as
he dominated the 242-lb. class.
attend the women's national
Sheridan Becht placed second
rowing championships to be held
as he qualified for the National
on June 15th in Philadelphia and
Collegiates, set for March 17-18
.to participate in a 4-day clinic
in York, Pa. Becht, Byrd, Marty
following the national
Lee and Newton will represent
championship events.
FTU in the nationals. .
"Cromwell is one of the most
Doug Zitza, a Winter Park
highly respected scullers in the
product, placed second in the
world, and his· visit to our
148-lb. class, while Lee finished
campus and his recognition of
third in the 198-lb. division.
our programs is most
gratifying,'' stated Kamrad.
Cromwell Visits FI'U
Any women interested in
becoming involved in .a
"Sy" Cromwell, Olympic
competitive rowing program
should contact the extramural
silver medalist in the · 1964
Tokyo Games, visited the
office in the PE Building or call
campus February 7 to meet with
ext. 2136 for fu:tther
information.
Dennis R. Kamrad, the
coordinator of extramurals and
WAA Wins, Loses
crew coach. The purpose of their
meeting was to discuss women's
The Women's Athletic
rowing at FTU.

couNTRY ou1C1<
· ~ .·
.

$795
.LOUIS
YOLKSWAGIN
6363 E. Colonial 277-7220
Josi~ Mk &st of 436• .

Florida Sout•ern, FIT
By Bill McGrath

The FTU tennis team chalked
up two impressive wins in their
first matches of the season. The
victories were an 8-1 trouncing
of FIT and a 9-0 shutout of
Florida Southern.
In the FIT match, the visitors
made a flashy appearance on the -.
courts in bright red wann-up
suits, but their tennis lacked the
control needed to meet FTU.
The Knights quickly took all six
singles matches · and then
wrapped it up by capturing two
of the three doubles events.
Against Florida $outhem, the

COUNTRY QUICK
Oviedo, Fla.

Knights played tough tennis jn
the sirigles and jumped to an
early 6-0 lead. In the doubles,
however, they had to extend
themselves as , two of the
matches went to three sets
before the stronger FTU squad
could wrap up the match, 9:0.
Octavia Piva, FTU's number
one player, did not play against
Florida Southern. He was busy
using his tennis talent to defeat
Bob Springlemeyei who,
according to Dr. Lex Wood, is
one of the five top tquring pros
in Flopda.
·

FTU 8, FIT~
SINGLES
1-0ctavia Piva (FTU) d. Bill Kerwin (FIT) 6·3, 6-0
2-Craig Linton (FTU) d. Curt Chisholm (FIT) 6-2, 6-0
3-Bilf McGrath (FTU) d. Jeff Beitler (FIT) 6-2, 6-0
4-Neil Howard (FTU) d. Al Hunter (FIT) 6-1 , 6-2
5-Jim Kelaher (FTU) d. Steve Bankert (FIT) 7-5, 9-4
6-Charlie Herring (FTU) d. Al Ganzer (FIT) 6-0, 6·0

I

apen Bto BMon. - Sat.
Clo~ed Sunday . ·
ig enough to serve you, small enough to appreciate your busmess.

Tom Bowser &Sons

{Continued on Page 15)

Teftnis Teanl Hunl•les

e finest in groceries, meats, produce, teeds, 11d western wear.
Aload of Iowa beef USDA choice each week.
Pick up your hot supper at our deli.

D
CORTINA.
White with Automat
·c, and Very Nice.

Last Friday, the flashy coeds
defeated St. Petersburg Junior
College, 36-16. Ironically, the
leading scorer of the game w.as

Association (WAA) basketball
team participated in two
matches last weekend, winning
the away game but losing a
home match:

365-3498

4**********************************4
t1World's Most Complete Hi-Fi & Electronics Center
i

DOUBLES _
1

l-Kelaher, Herring (FTU) d. Kirwin, Chisholm (FIT) 6-2, 6-2
2-McGrath, Howard (FTU) d. Zingg, Beitler (FIT} 6-2, 6~2
3-Hunter, Ganzer (FIT) d. Runnel, McDowell (FTU) 7-5, 6-3

.

~U

9, Florida Souther o
SINGLES

1-Mike Dezeeuw (FTU) d. Jeff Arthur 6-3, 6-1
2-Joe l,..ucci (FTU) d. Roger Cole &-1 , 6-2
3-Craig l,..inton (FTU) d. Randy Martin 6-1, 6-0
4-Bill McGrath (FTU). d. Paul McGarigol 6-1, 6-0
5-Neil Howard (FTU) d. John Lindgren 6-2, 6-1
6-Charlie Howard (FTU) d. Carl Lee 6-3, 6-'2

DOUBLES

o&

t}a
t}a
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Derived 4-Channel

SQ 4-Channel

LAFAYETTE (irit.<!rim1

-PART•TIME

Pickern~g q~

- 200-Watt -AM/FM
4-Channel Stereo System

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING
PART-TIME WITH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

. ' ~n2d~~!~ually
SaI·eI. 49988

If Purchased

As an equal opportunity en,ployer we offer:
• CAREER OPPORTUNITIF.S AFI'ER GRADUATION

The Complete System Includes:

• STEADY EMPLOYMENT
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRI.)
• $3.32 PER HOUR TO START

• Lafayette LR-440 . 200-Watt AM • FM 4 - Ch~nnel St ere~. R ecci~e r- plays r.veryt~ing in
4·Channel -SO. Qi ~cre tc. Derived. h ,1tures "Acritunr. Prec 1s1on V1s1!a l f M Tuning Jnd
Superb AM FM sier co Reception'
.
.
,
• Garrard 40B 3-Speed Automatic Turntable with attractive matching base
• Picker ing P! AlE·l Elliptiral Stereo Magnetic Cartridge
• 4 "C, !terion JT' 3·Speaher 3·'Nay Bookshelf Acou s ti~ Su_spcnsion Sricaker System- :eJtures 81h .. Woofer. 31/2 .. Mid-Range Speaker, 1 1 2· Direct Radiator Type Tweeter.
plus oil walnut cabinetry•
,

~---Also

· • $3.47 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORK DAYS

• $3.57 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS
• PAID VACATION AND HOLIDAYS
• UPS IBRIFf PLAN (PROFIT SHARING)

authorized Dealer for _ _ _..,

PANASONIC HI-Fl. SONY. AKAi. GARRARD.· ~ :
SHURE. HITACHI. KOSS A·ND MANY OTHERS· ~_.

*'

*'
COMPLETE LINE OF -CAR
TAPE PLAYERS & .SPEAKERS.#·'
LAFAYETTE RADIO. ASSOCIATE STORE

-&
-&

*

,

1-DeZeeuw, Lucci (FTU) d. Arthur, Cole 6-3, 6-4
2-Linton, Herring (FTU) d. Martin, McGarigol 3-6, 6-3; 6-3
3-McGrath, H_owa rd (FfU) d. Lindgren, Lee 4-6, 6-0, 6-3

1225 N. Mills
phone 896-3801

.

#.
"*

. +}

9*

Applicants should be in ·excellent physical condition
able to load, unload and sort packages weighing up
to 50 lbs.
Part-time .work is available during the following hours: ·
• 3:45a.m. to 8:00a.m.
• J 2:00 noon to 3: 30 p.m.
• l1 :00 p.m. to 2; 30 a.m.

Apply in person at 6127 Anno Ave., Orlando 32809
between the hours 1 :30 and 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. H veteran bring service fonn

************************************.._D
_D_21-4.___,_._.__.--.._.__._ft!IZ___.
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TKE Carries Frat Title Hopes
By Fred Cay
Assistant Sports Editor

teamwork among the league's
But Merrick missed .t he first
teams. Eddie Barks runs the'
·attempt of the ~ne-on-one, KS
grabbed the carom, Russell ' offense well and is the most
consistent scorer with a 12.7
dribbled the length of the court
·average. Fornard Dale Wise is
• and, at the last possible instant,
the t.op rebounder and made
fired his unbelievable,
some crucial big plays in the
game-ending shot despite close
close ones. Jay Ferguson and ·
coverage.
Gary Hall were steady
It was a stunning setback for
performers and the return of
· SSX, winner of its first five
Larry Mccorkle, injured before
games before having to .play the
the season, helped in the
last two at less than full
late-season games.
strength.
ATO was led by the
IN THE only other contest
.high-scoring Johnston brothers
last Friday~ ATO salvaged their
all season. Rich Johnston was
share of second. places with a
the league's top scorer while his
49-39 vic~ry over Tau J!)psilon
hr.o ther, Larry, did everything,
Phi (TEP). Bill Whidden and
including rebound, and may be
Larry and Rich Johnston led the
the loop's best all-round
winners with 14 while Al
performer. However, it was
.Asendorf and John Cook both
ATO's lack of a strong inside
netted 14·for TEP.
game that cost them the big
*****
games against TKE and SSX.
~ So TKE is now the Greek
ssx was the 'most consistent
representative in Tuesday's
championship game after
squad when at full strength.
figuring to finish no better than
However, they were not at full .
fourth or fifth in pre-season
,strength the last two or three
picks.
due, in part, to illness. Akers and
And why did they win it?
Merrick were fine guards with
they had pro?ably the best
Chesser the big man inside. For
.............Well,
,_
SSX, the season was just one
heartbreaking sec.o nd too long.
THE TALLEST team was
SAE, with Charlie Williams,
Bobby Cooper and Wayne ·
Bennett providing more than
ample board str.ength--the
·deciding factor in their win over
SSX. Guard Randy Harvey
paced SAE offensively.
KS pulled off one big surprise,
of course, and came amazingly
close to another. They beat SSX
by one point and lost to TKE by
that same margin, 32-31. Guards
Cliff Russell and Donny Watts
led their squad, which wound up
3-4.
Lambda Chi Alpha, also 3-4,
was . another outfit that
depended on its backcourt,
consisting of Dave Hudick and
FrU'S -ZETTIE McCrimon, right, battles with FIT's Rich~d Neil Howard, for most of its
Fingerlin, foreground, and Bill Corso, background, for a loose ball. FrU' scoring punch.
TEP managed to capture one
held a 22-point lead at one time but had to fight to hold off an FIT rally to·
win out of a disappointing
ivin, 81-78. (Photo by Chuck Seithel)
.
season. Chi Phi? Well, they gave
it the good old college try.

THE WILD, down-to-the-wire
fraternity basketball scramble
literally wasn't decided until the
final second of the season last
Friday.
Cliff Russell swished in a
15-footer as the game-ending
whistle sounded, giving Kappa
Sigrrra (KS) a thrilling 31-30
upset win over Sigma Sigma Chi
(SSX).
Thus_, Tau · Kappa Epsilon
(TKE) became undisputed frat
champ with a 6-1 record, beating
SSX, Alpha Tau Omega (ATO)
and Sigma · Alpha Epsilon
.(SAE)-all tied for second at 5-2.
SSX, PLAYING without star
guard Doug Akers, started
slowly, trailing by as much .as
seven points in the first half and
the score standing at 16-13 at
i·ntermission. However, they
came back on the boardwork of
·- Ron Chesser and shooting of
Phil Merrick, and led 30-29 with
just over a minute to· go. SSX
successfully -stalled most of the
remaining time off the clock
unti,l Merrick was fouled with
only eight seconds left.
· -~.,...
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Basketball

Favorites Finish On Top
In Independent Leagues
By Fred Cay

opponents scoreless the final
In direct contrast to the
half. In the last three outings,
fraternity league battle, the
Powell's People allowed a total of
independent league titles were
only 28 poi~ts.
for the most part decided when
The Bombers had the easiest
schedules were drawn up before
time
of it, ·competing in the
the season.
weakest league of all, but have a
The consensus top four--GDI,
P o w e 11 ' s P e o p I e , F a- . race-horse offense capable of
rolling up big scores - against
cuity-Staff-and-Students and the
top-caliber teams. Charlie Steele
Bombers--wound up separated
and Gary Miller have the height
into the four leagues, and all
to dominate the inside game and
four made the playoffs.
get the fast-break going .
All but GDI had it easy. As it
*****
turned out GDI's season-opening
A recurrent theme voiced by
match with Salt-and-Pepper was
those who are on independent
the biggest of regular-season
teams now after competing in
independent action. GDI won it
fraternity competition in other
in overtime, 49-39, after trailing
years, is that the independent
most of the way in regulation.
leagues are "more fun," and
So GDI, 4-0, champion of the
Red League, faced Powell's · there is "not any pressure" as in
the fraternity league.
People, also 4-0, Wednesday t.o
. Maybe this more relaxed
decide the opponent of the ·
atmosphere is responsible for
FS&S-Bombers winner--that
some of the more interesting or
game also played on Wednesday.
humorous things that have
The independent champion was
happened in independent games,
determined in yesterday's battle
like the following:
of the two semi-final winners.
With one second remaining
Finally, the independent team
and his University Circle team
that makes it through all that
some 20 points down in their
will take on Greek title-winner
opening game, Joe DeSalvo
Tau Kappa Epsilon ne~t
hurled an underhanded shot·
Tuesday for the ultimate IM
from some 55 feet--and s a w
championship.
GDI, probably the most
it
swish through the net
talented team in any of the
certainly the longest shot of the
leagues, has strong rebounding in
year.
Pete Crowley 1 Shelby Strother,
A player on Caduceus, who
Joel Maurer and Bob
shall remain nameless here,
Cantrelle-all of whom are
fouled out of a game won by
deadly . shooters. Salt-and-PepTKE III just seven minutes after
per, a run-and-gun outfit>was Jed
the start...before his team had
by Herb Washington, an
scored a point.
outstar:iding shooter.
FS&S won the important
battles with Psychology Dept.
Faculty and Mafia. Hugl;i Martin
Four fraternity teams opened
and Bill Pempek are strong
the soccer season with shutout
rebounders and Jim Gracey is an
victories this week.
uncanny outside shooter for
TKE downed Chi Phi 5-0 and
FS&S.
TEP
beat SSX 2-0 on Monday.
Powell's People had' their
In Tuesday's action, ATO
must-win game Monday against
nipped LXA 1-0 and KS
the Soccer team and won going
whipped SAE 3-0.
away, . 47-10, holding their

Frats Open IM Soccer

(Continued from Page 12)

North Carolina yet ·fo be
recorded.
Indeed, FTU was hard
pressed to win games 16 and 17 ..
FTU had to rely on Arnett Hall's
three point play with 3-0 seconds
· Ieft to insure the win over
Georgia College.
Mike Clark paced FTU with
24 points while John Smith added 18, Hall 17 and Willy
Belotte 13. Smith and Belotte
added 23 rebounds between
them. _
FTU :Played the best
basketball of the week against
FIT as the Knights led at the end
of the first stanza 51-34. FTU
· eventually took a 22-point · lead
but the Knights blew that. lead
and even found themselves
behind 72-71 temporarily. FTU
finally exhibited the class which
led them to 17 wins by holding
off FIT and preserire the 81-78
win. Hall and Pete Haas each
ft .:l scored 17 points while freshman
R~Iotte added 16
,
- MERCIER
-- FUJI

INGMAR BERGMAN FILM SERIES
THIS WEEK - "THE TOUCH"

CORN•R

1·4

a

RT.4•

.....

7pm - SCAUD

SANFORD, l'LORIDA .

ass
OPEN 7 · DAY.S A WEEK
saaUls

50 HORSE.S
FOR ·HIRE BY THE HOUR
Rates: $3.00 per hour
INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE
OPERATOR: BILL WATERS
PHONE:

TIRE

HEADQUARTERS
NEW, USED & RECAPS

ATALA
·- LIBERIA
- FALCON

ALIGNMENT & BRAKE
SERVICE
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
TRUCKS & CARS
'" WHEEL BALANCE

•TUNE-UPS
• SHOCK SERVICE

---

• ROAD SERVICE

P*-.Yl6,1'73
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JEFF MORTON, above, will be shooting for the state indoor title he
fint won in 1971. Morton, by the way, is the only student member of the .
honorary athletic fraternity at FTU, Sigma Delta Psi. Dena Pickens,
below, is a two-time Southeastern R~g!_on champ~on.

SAM REYNA

Archers Set For State Indoor Tourney

MEDICAL
ADVICE
CONTACT:

FLORIDA FAMILY PLANNING
(305) 251-3543
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

The Florida Collegiate Indoor
Archery Tournament will be
held tomorrow at Southeastern
Archery Lanes in Orlando.
Brevard Community College will
host the tournament.
FTU will be represented by a
taleµted team.
MARK GROSSENBACHER,
a senior, was on last year's
indoor team which placed first
in the men's division.
Grossenbacher also took first in
s e v e r a 1 o t her indoor
tournaments throughout the
school year.
JEFF MORTON is a senior at
FTU and has been shooting for
four years. Before coming to
FTU, Morton was the State
Target Champion in 1969 and
the first indoor champion in
1971. Morton has been. on the

'"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~Al~l-~St~a~te~t~eam~~f~o~r
~th~r~e~e~y~e;ars~,ijl
I

POOR -MAN'S LIFE
INSURANCE FROM THE

HUTCHESONCORPORATO~

two of which were for Brevard
Community College.
Morton was named to the
All-Southeastern Conference
team for the 1972-1973 school
year and the· men's ·· 1972
Southeastern Regional team.
DENA PICKENS is a senior at
FTU and like several other
archers came from BCC. She has
been to the National Collegiate
Tournaments twice.
She placed first at the
Southeastern Regionals for two
years and was on the women's.,..
team which placed fifth at the
nationals in California in 1972.
She was also a member of the .
All-Southeastern Conference
team for the 1972-1973 year
and was the women's state and
collegiate state champion before
losing this year to Lyvonne

FTU teani that attended the
national's held in San Bemadino,
California in 1972.
DEE HERSHBERGER is a
new member of the archery
team and a senior. Tomorrow's
tournament will be her ·first
team competition.
This' is BOB KELLEY'S first
year in archery at FTU but his
future looks very promising. Bob
placed third in the men's division
at the sou~heast_ern regionals and
placed on the men's team.
SA~
REYNA has · been
shooting archery for three years. "
Before coming to FTU he shot on
the BCC team and was the
southeastern collegiate
champion, state indqor
champion, ·state champion and
state colleg_iate champion in
'71-'72. While at FTU, Sam has

Harvey
of FTU.HARVEY is also
LYVONNE
·a senior and is the present state
champion and southeastern
regional women's champion. She
was named t o the
AU-Southeastern Conference
team this year ·and was on the

become the
'72 regional
champion
and placed
on the
mixed and men's team. Reyna is
a member of the Southeastern
Conference team and is ranked
12th overall this year . by the
.National Archery Association~

I

'

•

Weightlifting

SUPPORT

(Co.n tinued from Page 13)

Brevard Community Television
When you're still in school or just starting a career you might not be able
to afford life insurance .............. until now.

Write:
Brevard Commu.nity Television

Now the Hutcheson Corporation is offering the Modlife Insurance Policy.

P.O. Box 2714
Satellite Beach, Fla. 32927

For the first five years you own a Modlife Policy you only pay one-third
the normal premium.

FTU's Judy Hall, a · transfer
student from St. Pete JC. Karen
Mathews a..nd Anne Kennedy
each provided additional scoring
support.
On Saturday in Oviedo High
gym, Florida Southern reversed
the tables, defeating . FTU,
33-24.
.
T~e WAA will play South
Florida this Saturday in Tampa.

/Id/, /lae;i .

If you're 21 years old, for example, you can get a $10,000 whole life
policy for about $40 a year.
And when you're 65 years old your Mod.life Policy will have a cash value.
of $5530.00.
·

"MR.

Modlife is quite an offer. But then, th e Hutcheson Corpora tion is quite
an Insurance Agency.

COL.OR ~V"

_ • TV• STEREO • RADIOS • TAPE RECORDERS """
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS

*

1033 N . MILLS

* "Melody

THE HUTCHES N CORPORATION, INC
INSURANC8 SPECIA11ST

*WINTER PARK MALL

Corner'~

L_.). /Y/,

/..::;)~

-----TAPES--and~-RECORDS---~--

.8 33 N· HIGH1AND AYE

.AT DISCOUNT

OR1ANDO , FIORIDA

/

PRICE

Central Florida's Largest Compact

896- 2205

SELECTION
__ -----.!!"

•uwu

"CU!?'t'"!!r" J'!UIWJ'O ' ' "

.

SONY - PANASONIC - ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO·
CRf\IG - MASTERWORKS
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•SWIMMING
POOL (THE ONLY ON~ lN THE ****.
AREA)* ****.
·! * SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN ..
.
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*TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED ·.- -'.
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